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WHAT THEY SAY…
I commend you for producing a work that empowers the individual. It's not just anyone who will take
the time, invest the creative energy, and actually follow through on the plan for such an endeavor. I hope
you take pride in what you have already accomplished... live with passion.
- Tony Robbins, motivational speaker and author
Author Gilli Moon gives down-to-earth, hard-news-type advice with no promises of success unless you
are willing to get down and dirty. Along with sage advice, however, Moon prefaces her get-tough, getworking advice with all things encouraging.
- Marilyn Dalrymple, Antelope Valley Art News, California
Her writing is ‘emotional soul food’ that many times is needed on our bookshelves, so that we can
always come back and get the needed energy from every single word that Gilli Moon is offering us from
her own experience as an Artist who found her identity and didn’t lose it.
- Suzi Z. Brathwaite, Musicdish.com
Gilli Moon is an unrelenting creator of music and creative community. Her performances as musiciansinger/songwriter-performer are a treat in and of themselves. She is constantly creating her own cutting
edge and leading the world community with her forward vision of artistic renaissance.
- Jeannie Deva, vocal coach
Gilli is a hard working, talented lady who has spent years promoting and advocating artists' rights.
Songsalive! not only promotes artists but also spends time educating artists. And she's a wonderful
person too! I hold Gilli in the highest regard, and know whatever she pursues she does it well!
- Sindee Levin, Music Attorney
Ms. Moon gives the reader encouragement, as well as practical suggestions that break down into small
steps exactly what it takes. She guides us through mind sets that can turn into obstacles and presents
the type of attitudes that can achieve goals. Most enlightening is her perspective that each person can
become their own industry and actually profit from their dream.
- Bernard Baur, Music Connection Magazine.
One of the best ways creative people can discover a blue- print for prosperity is to absorb and emulate
the strategies of successful artists. Gilli Moon is one of those artists. Gilli bares her soul and shares the
attitudes and actions it takes to make a true impact as a professional artist.
- Bob Baker, Author of “Guerrilla Music Marketing Handbook”
Gilli Moon was out there in the trenches as an “Indie” long before that term became popular. But what
is far more important is that Gilli Moon teaches us a lesson even more valuable than all the fame and
fortune, and that is how to achieve a creative lifetime of happiness and self-fulfillment by learning to
define success on your own terms.
- Anders R. Jermstad, independent editor and musician
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Coaching clients:
Gilli Moon helps you to develop a practical and comprehensive logistical plan to marketing your music.
However her real power lies in delving into your attitudes, belief systems and ultimate dreams in life
which will ultimately decide the success or failure of your efforts. She understands the process, the
challenges, and the attitudes one must have in order to thrive in this pursuit.
- Linda Bonadies
Her strength and inspiration are amazing. She is an artist that takes care of business and that ain’t no
lie. She knows what needs to be done and how to remain empowered while you are doing it.
- Colleen McCullough
An artist herself, she understands the creative life and what it takes. But more than just an artist,
Gilli is skilled at coaching other artists to help realize their vision. Gilli has developed tools that help
you focus and keep you on track while recognizing your accomplishments. Not only did I accomplish
what I set out to accomplish, I feel I developed a genuine friendship in the process
- Patricia Bahia
Gilli has helped me to develop my business foundation and create a business and marketing plan to
grow it. She is inspirational not only with how she has created and modeled her entrepreneurial business
but also how she generously shares her information with others. Throughout her Artist career she has
collected and developed resources which she freely shares with private clients, in workshops and through
Songsalive! These have all been phenomenal resources to develop my business foundation and create a
business and marketing plan to grow it. She has a unique ability to listen and be able to hone in on
where she can direct me to resources she has available.
- Susan Picking
Gilli has the rare ability to see the whole picture and to accomplish her goals, whether in business or in
her non-profit efforts to mentor and nurture songwriters and composers. Gilli sets the bar high but she is
also the most supportive and greatest colleague and friend that anyone could have.
- David Harvey
Everything you talk about is insightful and it always encourages me to keep moving forward, both as a
business woman and an artist, and also in my life as a whole--everything wrapped up in a ball that
makes me who I am. I'm so glad our lives crossed paths! After our sessions, I hang up the phone
thinking, "wow, she totally gets me and what I'm going through!"
- Katie Garibaldi
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DEDICATION
I’d like to dedicate this book to two people, albeit now light beings , no
longer on this earth.
Firstly, the late d.Whitney Quinn. Whitney was a 360º Songwriter. He was
a Hit maker. He dedicated his life to songwriting and performing his
songs. He crafted excellent, catchy songs. He was a great networker and
relationship builder. He lived his life with passion and came across
enthusiastic and positive, even when he was really at the depths of
depression, sickness and financial crisis. He never let on, and he marched
on. Unfortunately the world didn’t get to enjoy his songs en masse as his
life ended abruptly, too early. And so I dedicate this book to him.
Secondly, the late John Braheny. John was a 360º Songwriter. He was a
Hit maker. More so, he was an amazing educator, and my mentor. John
wrote the still in print The Craft and Business of Songwriting. I highly
encourage you read that book. John was my friend and confidante, along
with his wife JoAnn. John gave me one of my first ‘breaks’ in Los Angeles
through his Los Angeles Songwriters Network (LASS; which morphed
into the National Academy of Songwriters, for which I volunteered for
when I first arrived in LA). As I evolved to also educate others we put on
workshops together, and he was a patron of my non-profit organization,
Songsalive! His unparalleled insight into the craft of writing songs puts
mine to shame. I can only do my best to live up to his incredible
knowledge, and his humility, for it was the latter that we could all aspire
to as we navigate the business of music. I dedicate this book to him.
To all the songwriters and composers out there who commit their lives
to their songwriting, my heart goes out to you. Don’t ever give up. Long
live the song!
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THE 360º SONGWRITER

PART 1 : HIT
SONG
MINDSET

1

TO WRITE A HIT OR NOT TO
WRITE A HIT? THAT IS THE
QUESTION

There is a song; and there is a Hit Song. Which one do you want to write?
Are you a Hit Song Maker?
You may not actually want to write a Hit Song. That is OK. I was one of
those songwriters. I wrote for my own pleasure. I wrote because I wanted
to purge my soul, express myself, and splash my ethos on the page. I wrote
for my albums, for my desires, for my own pursuit of ‘becoming’.
Writing a Hit Song seemed daunting. Actually, it made me feel as if I
would be required to succumb to mainstream peer pressure and simply write
to, what I perceived as the lowest common denominator. I didn’t really
didn’t understand it until more recently, when I realized that writing Hit
Songs could actually be pleasurable, and bring me success.
I’ve spent the best part of the last two decades exploring, writing and
performing songs. It has been my number one quest, and joy. It wasn’t until
seven albums in, and while putting pen to paper on this book, that I realized
there was MORE to just writing good songs, great songs, and heck, Hit
Songs. It had to start with me, as a songwriter, and my relationship to
writing, and my relationship with the music business.
This book is about you, the songwriter, more than just an analysis of Hit
song writing. This book is targeted to songwriters and composers who are
actively writing songs and pursuing their career in the music business. This
is not for those who’ve never written a song before, as this book will not
discuss the intricacies of writing a song for the very first time, i.e. song
structure for beginners, defining lyrics and melody, and such “first steps”.
Rather, this book is for those who already write songs, and if not quite
2
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proficient, looking to become a Hit Songwriter, and who are indeed desiring,
or wanting to elevate, their professional songwriting careers.
Ultimately, this book is for those who are willing to become great, as
songwriter entrepreneurs: who are ready to explore the next level of being
that Hit maker, from an emotional, psychological, and most critically, from
the skill level.
In putting this book together, I analyzed song structure for over two
decades as well as success factors of many of today's Top 10 tastemakers.
I’ve been studying what makes them ‘tick’. I have investigated the
ingredients to each song’s ‘sauce’, and what in my estimation makes them a
‘Hit’ in the world’s music market. That is, there are many ingredients to the
Hit Song ‘secret sauce’, and by hitting the mark with a variation of those, a
song’s success can be fairly guaranteed (give or take a few things such as
luck, being in the right time and place, and business factors and marketing
to get the song out there and heard.
This book is split into two parts: the craft, and, the business. The caveat
being, I will neither tell you everything, step-by-step, you need to know, nor
will I dish it out on a silver spoon to you. Instead I offer a PERSPECTIVE,
on how to be a Hit maker: writing and creating a Hit Song Empire. More so,
I’ll take you on a little journey on becoming a 360º (degree) songwriter,
which is my philosophy on who you need to BECOME in order to be a Hit
maker.
I am a songwriter. I write songs. I’ve written hundreds of songs. Most of
them I finished, meaning produced. Some of them are still on the writing
board waiting for more ingredients. Often, I record my songs. I have seven
albums out as a recording artist. I record and release my original songs. I
place my songs in TV shows and films, and in some instances have been
covered (cut) by other artists. I release albums and tour, and I run my own
record company. I’m also the creator and President of Songsalive!, a non–
profit 501c (3) songwriters organization. I’ve met and supported many
songwriters and artists (in the vicinity of several thousand, whom I know by
name). I also coach songwriters and artists. I’ve run many songwriting
workshops, after learning from many of the greats. I live and breathe music
and (for better or for worse) I understand the music business. I’ve had my
fair share of successes, and I’ve certainly had that same fair share of rejection.
Like many of you reading this book, I always look for opportunities, and am
often wondering what the next approach should be in gaining more success
3
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with my songs and songwriting, at a creative level and at a
business/marketing level.
This book is creative and, tactical. It takes my coined ‘360º’ approach to
craft a great ‘Hit’ song and beyond that, craft a HIT SONGWRITING
CAREER.
We’ll look at what is a ‘Hit’; we’ll dive deep into my Hit Song Recipe
(Twenty defined ingredients that constitute my special ‘Hit Song’ sauce);
we’ll develop an understanding of how to write a ‘Hit’ song and why you
should write at least one for your catalog. Who knows, once you get hooked,
you may realize that all your songs can be Hits!
This book does not go into detail on how to write a basic song, nor
explore basic song structure for beginners. Rather, the focus is on the special
elements to consider in writing Hit Songs. Kind of like the addendum to
your existing songwriting toolkit.
I also don’t profess to be the first to analyze Hit song making. There have
been many great books, blogs and articles that have written about the Hit,
or popular song formula, and how to write successful songs. In fact, I
encourage you to read all of them (in particular books by the late John
Braheny, Robin Frederick, Pat Pattison, Pat and Pete Luboff, Jack Perricone,
Jai Josefs, Molly-Ann Leikin, Woodie and Nora Guthrie, Brian Oliver, Bill
Pere and Bobby Owsinski, just to name a few).
This book is also about the business, and more the point, in marketing
YOU as a Hit songwriter – a HIT MAKER. We’ll touch on branding, music
licensing, networking, amongst other things, as it pertains to that person you
need to BECOME, and the world you need to understand. Writing is one
thing. But your perceived image, and how you navigate the music business,
will be the defining barometer for ultimate success of your songs.
Interweaved will be additional inspirational, food for thought. These are
added because crafting and marketing is only one aspect of success. The
bottom line is that you need to have a specific mindset established, and so
I’ll offer some pieces of wisdom and inspiration to help your mind develop
and think along these lines.
Consider that there is a certain consciousness, an awareness that is
important to have, to become a Hit maker.
By the end of this book, you’ll have your Writing Recipe book, and you’ll
be able to determine whether you're up to playing the music business game
4
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to launch your song. You’ll hopefully become the 360º Songwriter I’m
suggesting you be. You’ll be able to go back to the drawing board (or guitar,
piano, or studio in this case), and work on the creative elements that are
required to make your song reach its full potential, in writing, production
and marketing, so that when the time comes to put it out into the
marketplace through the strategies you’ll learn, the SONG has the BEST
SHOT. Actually a SLAM-DUNK.
To compliment your education feel free to read my other books and join
my programs, which can be found at The Creative Warrior Academy thecreativewarrioracademy.com. Get involved in my non-profit altruistic
songwriters organization, Songsalive! - songsalive.org, and check out my
artistry and tunes at gillimoon.com. I look forward to spicing up your
creative sauce for your own career success!
*****
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WHAT IS A HIT SONG?

“A Popular song is usually “custom built.” That is,
it is written not to give free expression to the
particular genius and inspiration of the composer,
such as a Beethoven symphony or a Handel oratorio,
but to fit the present tempo of the people as a whole.
Its subject matter must be so written that it can be
easily arranged for dance orchestras, and easily
played, and easily sung. Technically, a popular song
is usually written in a dance rhythm, and is built
around a short theme which is repeated a number of
times so that the song may be easily memorized. It is
usually divided into verse and chorus, each of which
have a fairly definite pattern. It is a song of the
moment, and for the moment.”
- Robert Bruce, “So You Want To Write A Song”, Mayfair Publishing Co., New York.

The above quote is the first paragraph of the first chapter of a book I
admire. That book was written in 1935.
What’s changed? Nothing.
A Hit Song is a song that is a Chart Topping Hit. It becomes so popular,
that it achieves commercial success. Well, that’s my definition and I’m
sticking to it.
But that definition also has flaws. What is meant by ‘popular’? What does
“commercial” really mean, and what defines ‘successful’? All three of these
words can be interpreted so subjectively, that your definition would be
6
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different to my specific definition of them. Also, what Charts are you
referring to? With the fragmentation of radio stations versus online
streaming; the change from CD sales to digital downloads, and streaming
services, the “Charts” of today certainly have changed. Really, do Charts
have merit anymore?
And that question about this ambiguity is rightly framed.
What you determine as ‘popular’, in your world and abilities, is going to
be different to my popular definition. You may live in a small town with a
population of five hundred and everyone loves your song. That can be just
as popular as worldwide popularity.
‘Commercial’ may mean to you some kind of financial return reaching
Platinum sales in Music Business standards, whereas for others it could mean
that you were able to get it ‘online’, or several people actually exchanged a
few dollars for it at the local bar where you
performed.
A Hit Song is a song
The word ‘Success” is so nebulous, I truly
that is a Chart Topping
believe you need to define it on your own terms
Hit. It becomes so
– understanding what success means to you is
popular, that it
the most important step. If getting it on radio in
achieves commercial
your hometown means success to you, while
success.
getting it on the Top 10 Billboard Charts, or a
Grammy is success to another, then both ring
true.
Still, for arguments sake, we will use the word HIT song to encapsulate
what is truly popular at the time, so much so that you probably know it, or
have heard about it.
Now, let’s take a step back. A truer and clearer definition of

Hit Song
is a song that has certain features that make it
LOVEABLE, TIMELESS, and POPULAR.
These features, I define as special ingredients - My Hit Song Recipe is made
up of special song crafting ingredients that make the secret, special “sauce”:
which are part of the formula of a Hit Song. I’ll be sharing that soon.
I remember performing a show on Melrose Ave in West Hollywood, at
the now defunct venue, ‘The Gig’. It was a packed audience. I played with
my full band. You could feel the electricity in the room. I had invited an
A&R Rep from Capitol Records, and low and behold, he came. He was
7
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sitting up the back, and watched the whole show. Back then; I wasn’t
focusing my show on showcasing my Hit Song repertoire. Actually, I
preferred to just perform what made me feel good. No matter, I did the
show (and yes, I felt good), and had quite a few people come up and say they
enjoyed it. Some bought my CD whereas others signed my mailing list. I
made my way to the back and sat down next to my invited industry guest.
My first question was, “so how did you like the show?”
All he said was this, and this is verbatim, “Gilli dear, your show was
electric. You have a lot of energy. You have a great voice. You dance really
well. You know how to put on a great show. You obviously know how to
pack out a venue. However, if you give me a Hit Song, then you will be a
star.”
*****
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THE 360º (DEGREE)
SONGWRITER
“He's got the whole world in his hands / he's got the
whole wild world in his hands / He's got the whole
wild world in his hands / he's got the whole world in
his hands.”
Writer(s): Marc Goldberg, Mike Curb, Mavis Staples, Judge Kennith Peterson, Bruce
Atkinson, Anton Monn, J. Baird, Sandra Park, Alf Schwegeler, Carol Tornquist.
Copyright: Saben Music, Universal Pictures Music, Arabella Musikverlag Gmbh,
Songsters Music, Arvee Music, Word Music LLC, Mike Curb Music.

Imagine a song like a ball. Better yet, like a
giant globe, a world, or a living organism that
evolves as it spins. Now, imagine yourself being
able to fly or float around that globe (I like to
think of myself as Supergirl flying with a red cape, but you
can imagine yourself as anything you wish.) As you traverse outer space,
flying around this song ‘globe’ you see it from all angles, while it spins and
evolves. It’s a great view, because you are outside looking in. Can you
visualize that?
You see the beginning, the middle and the end. You see the whole life of
this song, not just from writing it, but recording the music on it, and where
it will go: where it will be listened to, by whom, when and how. You are the
magician, or perhaps the puppeteer, pulling the strings. You need to know
that each string holding this globe in place, has meaning, and, that you are
in control of pulling those strings.
So, I have coined a new term: “The 360º (Degree) Songwriter”. Until
reading this book (unless you saw me talk somewhere) you will not have
9
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heard this term. Add it to your vocabulary. Actually, use it as your tag line
when you meet people.
“Hi, my name is… I’m a 360º Songwriter. Nice to meet you.”
What does that mean?
The 360º Songwriter understands, implements and controls the complete
evolution of a song. The 360º Songwriter writes with the understanding of
how it’s going to be ingested.
Being a 360º Songwriter is more to do with a mindset, than a practice.
But they go hand in hand.
You are thinking forward from the beginning. And thinking backwards
in the end. You are constantly circling and spinning around the song, at every
phase of the process, and thinking WHOLEistically about the song, yourself,
and the world around you.
WHOLE-istic = Thinking Whole + a dash of holistic
You have a WHOLE-istic, all encompassing, view and understanding–
from all angles - of what the song needs; to write, craft, record, produce and
market it, and who you need to BE as the songwriter to rally, endorse and
be the ultimate cheerleader for your song, ensuring it has the best shot, a
slam dunk. I believe songwriters need to look at the song as a whole, from
the outset. However, I also play on words.
WHOLE-istic also means holistic, because
there is a certain spiritual and metaphysical
aspect to being this kind of writer.
You see the
As the songwriter, you are the
beginning, the middle
conductor. You may take this song any place
and the end. You see
you choose, but you take it to those places for
the whole life of this
good reason. So as you write the song, you must
song, not just from
writing it, but recording think about who will listen to it, why we should
listen to it, and what the purpose of the song is.
the music on it, and
Every writing ingredient will support the next
where it will go
phase – the recording of it – which will support
the next phase – the packaging of it – which
will support the next phase – the marketing of it – which supports the next
and final phase – the receiving of it as the listener. When you finish it,
remember the beginning. When you record the song, you listen to what the
song asks for. When you put it out in the world, don’t forget the creative
origins, and as you start, stay focused on the end result, in the marketplace.
Thus, maintain a 360º perspective of the song.
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As we write the songs, we must look at full production (final audio
sound), as well as the broad appeal of the song (writing for your market
comes into play here). And, as we subsequently market the songs, we should
remember the writing of them – the initial creative purpose.
In my understanding of the process a Hit Song STARTS with the
writing (crafting) of the song (music and lyrics). Secondly, as a 360º
songwriter, you write that song understanding the PRODUCTION
(recording) values as you write it, because a lot of those secret ingredients
come into play when you bring the song into the studio and add the musical
elements.
Once recorded, the PACKAGING of the song is important – how
will it be delivered? Will it be on Vinyl, on a CD, on a Tape (yeah the y are
also making their comeback!) or an MP3? Will it be a single, or will it be
packaged amongst 10 or 12 other songs on an album? Or will it be
synchronized to film, animation, a game or other? Will it be helping to tell a
story, or will it be a story in of itself?
Then, we deliver our song to the listener, through these means.
Marketing is key to that: how to get the word out. The flavors of marketing
and promotion should MATCH the songs concept. If you’ve written a rap
song, you may want to consider certain street smart Hip Hop marketing
approaches to get the song out. That way the concept is clear, and people
‘get it’.
Finally, how the listener responds to the song will be key. They may
love it. They may hate it (maybe you want that kind of reaction?). While we
cannot control how a listener will react, we should consider all of the
possible interpretations and scenarios as a 360º Songwriter from the very
beginning.
But it all starts with the writing. You can’t fix a poor song structure in
production, or mixing; and you certainly can’t make it fix a bad song with
marketing, money or distribution. If it’s not a good song (a great, superb
song) in the crafting of it, no amount of money or push will make it
successful.
It must start with the SONG itself, while remaining CONSCIOUS of
what else will come into play. If you don’t know how to get it out into the
world, for people to hear it, I’ll take you through those steps later. However,
I reiterate, that without the crafting of the PRODUCT (that’s the writing,
and yes, the production, of your song), no amount of MARKETING or
11
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BUSINESS acumen will give you SUCCESS. No matter what opportunity
may land in your lap (radio play, production team, management, record
company, whatever), nothing will happen or ENDURE if that song is not a
HIT in the song CREATION.
We as songwriters need to have a WHOLE-istic consciousness. Think of
us not just as writers of the song, but the complete master of the inception
of the song through to when it arrives to the listener/consumer. We need to
understand all the pieces of the puzzle, being able to wear the appropriate
hat at the appropriate time.
We are creative spirits, but like I often say, in this day and age we also

it’s so crucial to become
what I have coined as the ‘360º (Degree) Songwriter.’
need to be business-minded. And thus,

I’ll use this term throughout the book to reinforce this analogy and so
that you become comfortable and familiar with it.
*****
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WHY DO HIT SONGS GET A BAD
RAP?
“But They Say The Sky's the Limit / And To Me
That's Really True / And My Friends You Have Seen
Nothin' / Just Wait 'Til I Get Through . . . Because
I'm Bad, I'm Bad, you Know It, come on / You Know
I'm Bad, I'm Bad, you Know It, You Know / (And The
Whole World Has To Answer Right Now) Just To
Tell You Once Again / Who's Bad . . “
Songwriter(s): Michael Jackson. Copyright: Mijac Music

The term ‘Hit Song’ often gets a bad rap by songwriters who haven’t
enjoyed the successful release of a Hit Song. But for better or worse, one
Hit can launch your career. Why does it get a bad rap?
Perhaps it may be jealously. Maybe it’s because we don’t understand it.
Or we’re afraid to “make it”, or we don’t believe we can. Therefore we snub
the very concept.
Let’s take Pharrell Williams’ “Happy” song as an example. It’s retro in
style, it is very simple (lots of “I’m so happy” repetitive lyrics), and it’s not very
deep lyrically. Oh, and those background vocals are way too weird, I hear you
say. OK, are my sentiments slanted because I am trying to be elitist as a
songwriter? Or am I just plain ol’ jealous?
Here’s the sore truth: while you may not like some of the Hit songs out
there, due to your own personal taste, or you think your Conservatorium of
Music credentials have much more classy, these songs are Hit songs for very
specific reasons, and if you want to be a Hit songwriter, a ‘Hit maker’ you
need to get with the program. You may not like to hear some of the Hits on
13
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your own personal play list, but if you want to be a professional, versatile,
songwriter, you need to have the talent and refined skills to write Hit
Songs.
Too many times I’ve heard some poorly constructed songs at the song
workshops I run. My discussions may elicit a defensive response from the
songwriter declaring that they just want to write for themselves, and don’t
want to write like those songs on the radio. Well, that’s all well and good if
you don’t want anyone else to hear your songs! Even if you want to write
songs for personal expression as an artist, you still want to create great songs
for your audience to hear. You want to be able to REACH people.
Too many times I have heard songwriters criticize the songs currently on
radio:
“It’s just a regurgitation of the eighties.” (Yes, you’ll discover in my Recipe this
one is indeed true, we are going through an eighties throwback.)
“Anyone could write that song, it’s so dumb and simple.” (Okay so why
didn’t you write it?)
“The artist singing it is sooooo not talented.” (Well, they must have talent to be
selling millions of records!!!!)
“That song only has one chord and no key changes.” (Yes, and simple is
an ingredient. Read on.)
“It’s so annoyingly repetitive.” (Good, this is an ingredient. Read on.)
“I can write a better song than that!” (Ok, why don’t you?)
You may not like the style of the songs you hear on the radio or online
right now, and that’s fair enough. Radio (and that includes digital/online),
TV, and any largely distributed channel, are geared towards a mass audience
– mainly youth, and young adults. Your target is the common
denominator market – writing a song that most people like, and want
to hear at a time in their life during that specific time when they have
plenty of time to listen and access to funds for purchase. That market
is: late teens and early twenties. Parents buy to keep their kids happy, and
those in their early twenties generally have more dispensable income pre
marriage and settling down with a family.
Unfortunately the truth is, sex sells. Flashy pants and short skirts, boob
tube tops and ‘bling, bling’ sell. Anything fashionable of the day will certainly
sell a song. That’s why I often state that the music business is a fashion
business. We don’t want to get too jaded about this aspect – but the morale
of the story is that as a songwriter you have the opportunity, and skill, (and
14
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perhaps duty) to write for all scenarios. You need to be versatile. Yes, you
can write a nice jazz tune for yourself, or stick to the blues you love. But you
should ALSO develop the skill set to write a pop song, dance song, heavy
rock song, country song, or hip hop song, with all the elements of today’s
tastemakers.

to success.

Versatility and open-mindedness are the keys

Let me pause and assess your understanding and position. If you have
come to reading this book but balk at the notion of writing for a pre-defined
market, or perhaps even wane from feeling the need to write Hit Songs
(perhaps you think any song on the radio is dumb, simple, and you feel you
are so better than all those commercial crappy songwriters,) then stop right
now. Either, you stop reading this book and go back to writing your
Beethoven masterpiece and just live what’s in your own heart, or read on
and discover an additional, new and financially viable world waiting for you.
For I am not here to stop you writing from your own divine inspiration.
What I suggest is adding this new 360º approach to your palette. Having the
tools to write for yourself, and for the audiences that love commercial Hit
Songs, will stretch you to become a FABULOUS, consummate, versatile
songwriter.
I recommend reading on.
There is quite an art to writing these Hit songs. You need a lot of smarts
to really understand all the components, and be able to weave them together
to devise a Hit. It’s a bit like the achievement of a SEO ranking for your
website on the Internet. Not all websites make it into the top 10 of the
Google, Bing or Yahoo Search Engines. There is a lot of science involved in
getting your key words to rank, and therefore garner a wide audience to
search for, and ultimately visit your site. So too, writing Hit songs is akin to
getting your SEO of writing in order.
So while you may be the old fashioned type… get Hip to ‘Hit’. Have one
commercially sounding song in your repertoire that has all the ingredients of
HIT about it. Just one. I dare you. Hey, you may even like it and write more.
It might even get you that mansion on the hill. What a concept!
To be clear: it’s all about the song. Specifically, the writing of the song.
Undisputedly, the marketing and how it’s used/distributed, or how artists
15
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shape the song with their image, videos and branding, certainly play a factor
in the song’s success. BUT, if you don’t have a great song to start with,
nothing else matters.
*****
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PSYCHE KILLER

“Psycho Killer / Qu'est-ce que c'est / Fa-fa-fa-fa-fafa-fa-fa-fa-far better / Run run run run run run run
away / oh oh oh oh ya ya ya yaaaa…”
- Songwriters: Byne, David / Frantz, Christopher / Weymouth, Tina ©
Warner/Chappell Music, Inc.

“Do I have the ability to write a Hit Song?”
“If I write a great song, will I ever have the chance of it becoming a Hit?”
Have you asked yourself these two questions?
You’ve probably spent several years, (if not more), writing songs and
wondering why nothing happens with them, or why you can’t make it sound
‘great’. Well, before I begin sharing my creative recipe or marketing strategies
on actually getting your songs out there, understand that the biggest hurdle
might be you.
This is what I call the ‘Psyche Killer’. Every time, and I mean literally
every single time I work with a songwriter on their songs, they inevitably
mention (whether under their breath or out loud), that they have some
impediment or difficulty, or something is holding them back. It’s like a
blocker is put in place to guarantee and avoid moving forward.
Here are some of statements I hear:
“I’m a newbie at writing, so I’m not sure what to do.”
“I am learning so not sure what is my best song or which ones are good.”
“I don’t know how to take my songs to the next level.”
“I don’t have enough time to write or focus.”
“I am not good enough to be a Hit songwriter.”
“Nobody in my family is a writer, so I don’t get much support.”
“It’s hard to think I can write a good song when I don’t have the resources.”
17
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“Even if I have a good song, nobody will listen to them / I don’t know how to get it
out there.”
“It’s a little intimidating to have to think about all the things you need to do to write
a good song.”
“I have a lot of work/family responsibilities and just don’t find the time to write.”
“I write great songs. I don’t need to try to write for the commercial market.”
Have you said any of the above, or your modified version? Then you are
experiencing an inner Psyche Killer. Your mind is making excuses for
you to not have to commit; Commitment to yourself to not only finding
time to write, but to learn and understand how to write a really good song
that HITS, and do the effort to get it heard.
The ability to write the song is one thing. But it’s now time to give
yourself permission to achieve success as a great songwriter. You have to
feel WORTHY of this success. You have to know in your heart that you’ve
got what it takes. Give yourself permission to focus on the time and
understanding of writing that song, and give yourself permission to receive
success for that song once out in the world. I’ll touch on ‘success’ later.
In order for me to deliver to you my Hit Song Recipe, you need to be:
• Willing to try writing a Hit Song, which means allowing that it could
actually be successful.
• Ready to give yourself permission to state you are capable, talented
and successful enough to write this song.
• Open-minded about how it may turn out – it may not be the same
style you normally fall back on, and it may be simpler, or different. Be
open to that.
• Ready to clear away all the obstacles, set your goals, and your
priorities, and focus.
• Ready to become a 360º Songwriter
You need to believe and know that you and your songs are of value. This
aspect of success is all about inner work.
Really understanding to your core, that you
Ask yourself, “What am have what it takes.
Each day, ask yourself “What am I doing
I doing right?”
right?” Instead of listening to your inner
Instead of listening to
your inner critique…
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critique, sitting on your shoulder telling you what you are not good at, or not
capable of, try switching it around.
“What am I doing right in my life, right here, right now?”
“What talents and inspirations do I have that I can inject into my
songwriting?”
“What am I going to set forth today to achieve that allows me to create
my own masterpiece?”

It all starts with you. Ready?
Psyche Killer be gone.

*****

“Treated me kind, Sweet destiny / Carried me
through desperation, To the one that was waiting for
me / It took so long, Still I believed / Somehow the
one that I needed, Would find me eventually / I had a
vision of love, And it was all that you've given to me”
- Songwriters: Mariah Carey, Ben Margulies. Published by Universal Music Publishing
Group
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“A great song doesn't attempt to be anything — it
just is. When you hear a great song, you can think of
where you were when you first heard it, the sounds
and the smells. It takes the emotions of a moment and
holds it for years to come. It transcends time. A great
song has all the key elements — melody; emotion; a
strong statement that becomes part of the lexicon;
and great production. Think of "Bohemian
Rhapsody," by Queen. That song had everything —
different melodies, opera, R&B, rock — and it
explored all of those different genres in an authentic
way, where it felt natural. When I'm writing a song
that I know is going to work, it's a feeling of
euphoria. It's how a basketball player must feel when
he starts hitting every shot, when you're in that zone.
As soon as you start, you get that magic feeling, an
extra feeling. Songs like that come out in five
minutes; if I work on them more than, say, 20
minutes, they're probably not going to work.”
- Jay-Z, Introduction to ‘500 Greatest Songs of All Time’, Rolling Stone Magazine

I want you to do some homework before we embark on the ensuing
chapters. I want you to turn the radio on. The RADIO is our friend. It
teaches us what to hear. It guides us to the latest tastes. Listen to the radio
station that is playing commercial pop radio. You can listen to the radio in
20
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your car. Listen to online radio (iHeartRadio, Pandora, iTunes Radio, XM
digital radio, etc.) Whatever the source, listen to “mainstream” radio. This
means commercial popular radio with a wide audience base. Turn up the
dials.
You may not ordinarily listen to these stations because, perhaps you like
the nuances of underground, or independent music, or perhaps you
personally like the finer sounds of jazz, or your own style of Hip-Hop or a
weird drum and bass electronica music. I gravitate to KCRW in Los Angeles,
or JJJ in Australia. Both these kinds of stations are more alternative or
underground and usually support independent, avant-garde sounds. So it
simply won’t work for this exercise.

As a 360º Songwriter, you need to start
listening to mainstream radio. What songs are
absorbed by most people, across a generic demographic, that reaches a
certain commercial level, say Top 10, Top Played, Top Requested, Hit
Songs.
Listen to the songs that they are playing. What are the similar trends, or
threads you are hearing in each song? Start writing them down. Do you find
a common thread in all or most of them? What are they?
Now, let’s compare notes…
*****
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“Great is the enemy of good.”
- Voltaire, French Philosopher and author

As a 360º Songwriter, you understand the Hit Song Recipe before
you even put pen to paper. You know that your song must be great. There
is no room for just good songs. The ingredients I am about to share aren’t
anything you have not heard of before. I can’t claim copyright or trademark
on these ideas. For, just like that quote above, the Hit Song formula has
indeed carried on through the ages. I’m just going to illuminate them and
remind you what to listen for. I am hoping that what you hear on radio
matches up. What you hear is what I hear: if you really listen.
Through various songwriting workshops
and artistic wanderings, I have come up with a
Making a Hit Song is
Hit Song Recipe. I’ve polled songwriters,
like building a recipe
music fans, and music business colleagues on
with all the ingredients
what makes a Hit Song. I’ve received feedback
from my own songs from music supervisors,
publishers, record companies, radio DJs,
journalists, official music poll companies, and, from my music fans. All this
makes for a good audio stew.
When you listen to songs on the radio, ask yourself, “Why do you think this
is, or isn’t a Hit Song?” It is amazing how every ingredient below is mentioned,
in some shape or form. This led me to believe that there truly is a SAUCE
– a signature thread amongst all great songs, which make these songs Hits.
Making a Hit Song is like building a RECIPE with all the ingredients. I
call them secret ingredients, but actually, they are just hidden from our
consciousness. I will deliver to you 20 Hit Song ingredients. You will all
know these ingredients once I lay them out. You’ll be reminded that each
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one is pretty obvious and you’ll have these “ah ha” moments reading about
them.
The recipe, however, is about how you combine them; where along the
way do you add them, and how you use them effectively.
While I cannot guarantee, after you adopt my Hit Song Recipe, that you
can create a Hit Song, I do know that if you continue to oil the machine in
crafting them this way, you will for sure have a Hit Song in your repertoire,
if not many.
To be clear, not all ingredients would be in one song. It may be some, or
just one. But without a doubt, these ingredients ARE in Hit Songs.
Remember, as we go through this, think like the 360º Songwriter. These
ingredients mentioned here include not only the writing, but also the full
production (arrangement/ recording/mixing), and the audience it is
marketed towards. It signifies the total crafting.
As I describe them, you’ll notice a lot of overlap. I will talk about one
ingredient, but then it may be mentioned similarly in another. Often, these

A good recipe
combines matching ingredients, and so too,
a Hit Song combines matching elements that
culminate in its sonic success, elements that are
inter-dependent, and revolving around each
other, like the 360º globe.
ingredients are relatable and inter-connected.

These are not in any particular order. There’s no methodology in why I
wrote one before or after the other. I’m just capturing all 20 of them.
Let’s look at them now.
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1. GRABS YOU STRAIGHT AWAY
When I play a Hit Song, I am immediately sucked in. There are various
factors that can do that, and they don’t all have to be the same thing, but
there is something that calls for action straight away. I either start snapping
my fingers, clapping my hands, tapping my toes, or humming the melody.
It’s like I’m entranced, mesmerized… hypnotized.
This could be created by the song’s pace, rhythm or a certain pulse. It
could be something haunting vocally. It could be the kick of the drum,
beating solidly in 4/4 rhythm. Or, it could be the build of the song. Starting
small, and slowly, but increasingly rising. Your heart rises with it and you are
sucked in.
Your take away: From the very beginning of the song, you want to grab
my attention, and suck me in quickly. Don’t take too long with irrelevant
musical intros. Think of a lyric for the first verse that sucks me in. Or some
interesting musical part or a beat that makes me turn the radio up
straightaway.
2. CUTS TO THE CHASE
The form is the basic structure of the song (verse, chorus, bridge, etc.) A
Hit Song doesn’t meander too much at the outset. There are no long music
introductions, no windy or multitude of verses, or long pauses. A Hit Song
cuts to the chase – it gets to the hook/chorus fast. You’ll notice that the
verse is usually that, one verse, and quite short, no longer than 16 bars, if 8
bars. If there is a pre-chorus, it’s short too (no longer than 8 bars, usually 2
or 4) and the chorus begins definitely before a minute has passed. It’s a quick
build to the hook, which grabs you straight away. A Hit Song neither is too
long. It’s usually about three and a half minutes long, max.
Your take away: No more windy, long introductions, nor 2 or 3 verses
before a chorus. Try reducing your song to a quick introduction, one short
verse, a very short pre-chorus (if at all), and a catchy chorus. In, up, away,
and out.
3. TENSION
Hit Songs have built in tension. You may be thinking, “Well, this isn’t a
songwriting skill”. No, not really. Tension is often created in the recording of
the song, in the production, often by the instrumentation or voice. Tension
is often built by some kind of pulse, like the percussion or drums, or even
the driving, building, quarter notes of a piano. Or it could be a repetitive
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strum of a guitar. The key is the building of the tension. It grabs you in and
takes you on a quick journey, building, to where it peaks, climatically, usually
at the outset of the chorus. Listen to the beginning of Adele’s “Rolling In The
Deep” or Eminem’s “Lose Yourself”, and you’ll hear what I mean with the beat
and repetitive, building instrumentation. Tension builds in both songs from
the very start, with repetitive drum and musical instrumentation, setting up
the chorus for where you are then ready for the vocals to cry out high, loud
and strong.
Tension can be in the storyline too (the lyric builds the story – so as you
are listening, you feel the tension escalate lyrically.) Eminem is a master at
this. He uses his lyrics, his voice, and the music to produce tension. Your
take away: Think of musical or lyrical elements that can drive tension in your
song to build up into the chorus peak. Will it be the beat, or a repetitive
guitar strum, that pulse systematically for our ears to want to hear more and
more?
4. HOOK IS HOOKY
A hook is a hook by crook, a hook. You want to hook your listener in,
hook, line and sinker. Capish?
“A hook is a musical idea, often a short riff,
passage, or phrase that is used in popular music to
make a song appealing and to "catch the ear of the
listener”. A hook can be either melodic or rhythmic,
and often incorporates the main motif for a piece of
music. "The hook is a phrase or word that literally
hooks, or grabs, the listener and draws them into the
song."
– Wikipedia

Too many songs meander along and windy road before getting to a
catchy chorus. It’s like taking the wind out of your sails too early. Sorry, I’m
done. Radio dial, off. A hook provides the listener with something to grab
on to. The chorus doesn’t always have the hook, though it’s more common
for the hook to be the chorus. A chorus should be a catchy, likeable,
relatable, memorable, timeless (shall I go on?). Alternate hooks can be how
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the bass repeats and tickles your ears with its continuous line. It could be the
repeated “la, la, las” of the backing vocals; it could be a particular,
memorable, guitar riff that is repeated between verses, in the interlude and
over the chorus lines.
It could be the story. You may not remember the actual song, but you
remember what it was about.
What is significant about the hook in a Hit Song, is they are not only
repetitive, but they are really, really good. They come at you like a train, again
and again, but not so much that you get sick of them.
Your take away: Consider coming up with several hooks for your song.
A chorus should be catchy. But there could be other musical or vocal
elements that are hooks: a repeating piano note, or backing singers singing a
common “do, do, do, do, do, do, do”, or the guitar over the chorus has its own
counter melody to the vocal that repeats and is catchy. Multi-hooks makes
multi opportunities for a Hit.
5. MEMORABLE
“Brown Sugar, how come you taste so good / Brown
Sugar, just like a young girl should”.
Performed by Rolling Stones. Songwriters: Gibbons, Adam; Brown Sugar lyrics ©
Kobalt Music Publishing Ltd., Abkco Music, Inc.

This ties in with HOOKY, in that you create hooks that become
memorable because they REPEAT. Why should they repeat? So you
remember them. Why should you remember them? Because if you
remember them, you’ll sing them and you’ll want to hear that song over and
over again. We want our listeners to be humming our songs in the car, the
elevator, and the shower, at work, on the street, on the dance floor,
everywhere.
A Hit Song stays with you for a long time, often, for life. I still remember
these well-known, repeated, memorable hooks…
“Cel-e-brate good times, c’mon” (do, do, do, do,
do, da, da, do) / “Woo hoo!”
“Express yourself, express yourself, hey hey hey,
hey”
“We will, we will, rock you…”
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“Just beat it, beat it, beat it, beat it / No one wants to
be defeated”
“Y – M – C – A”
A hook should be CATCHY. A Song should be catchy. Melodies should
be catchy. Makes you want to hear them over and over again, never forget
them, and stick to you like glue.
Hit Songs are memorable because they may have something you’ll always
remember about them that is not just the catchy hook – it could be that
lilting high voice in Enya’s “Sail Away, sail away”, or it could be Pink Floyd’s
chorus of kids that you’ll always remember singing, “we don’t need no
education...”
Your take away: A chorus’ job is to be catchy, simple and memorable.
Better yet, a whole song can be memorable. The Hit Songs I love, I know
how to sing from beginning to end.
6. FAMILIAR
Familiar is a little different to Memorable. Familiar means that it feels like
you’ve heard them before. Actually, sometimes you have, because many of
today’s Hit Songs sample old beats or snippets of songs gone by, particularly
of the 70s and 80s, (because they were so good and catchy). Hit Songs are
sometimes like an old shoe. You put it on (your ears) and you feel right at
home. You don’t want to hear something too out of the box. You want to
sing along, feel good, and remember something in your past that makes you
relate. Many Hip-Hop artists of today have succeeded time after time with
the ‘familiarity” ingredient. Often they include samples of old R&B songs in
new songs (ala James Brown funky drum riff in a Public Enemy song or Puff
Daddy sampling Diana Ross). People hear it, it’s familiar, and they buy it.
In 2011 Lady Gaga came out with her song, “Born This Way”, which
caused quite a controversy. You see, as it sky-rocketed to the top of the
charts, it seemed familiar to everyone… just couldn’t put your finger on it.
Until we all started comparing to its predecessor, “Express Yourself” by
Madonna. Though she kept quiet about Gaga’s song for some time after its
release, Madonna eventually said she “felt the single “reductive”” and
influenced by her.
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Whether Lady Gaga and writers copied the song or not, you can’t help
think that they calculatedly knew that providing us familiarity would be a
sure sign of success. No matter how they arrived at it, it did the trick. Because
it sounded so close to “Express Yourself” we instantly recognized it and
loved it.
Your take away: Write songs that others can relate too, that they will feel
the story as familiar. If your listeners like dancing, drinking, loving, summer
beachin’, or partying, they will probably love your song because of the
subject. If you add elements that sound familiar (like a beat, riff or line),
they’ll gravitate to it easier. Sometimes a clever ‘familiar’ song is where the
listener hears something familiar about your song but just can’t put their
finger on it. Hmmm, have I heard I before? I don’t know, but it’s really good!
Caveat: be careful of plagiarism or samples. The former - NEVER do.
Don’t copy. Don’t fake it. Don’t steal. But you can be inspired by the
songwriting masters to write yours. Similarly, if you choose to use a sample
in your recording YOU MUST GET PERMISSION from the record
company, period.
7. RELATABLE
VERY similar to ‘familiar’ a relatable song is where the listener can
uniquely connect with it. They could relate to story (oh yes, I’ve been
dumped before too), or they could relate to the feeling that the music and
lyrics provide (oh yes, this is a sad song, I am sad, and feeling sad). When I
sing one of my love songs, I know I touch people. But when I sing a breakup song, I stir reactionary emotions, which I often feel too. We all sob
together! I have united my listeners with me in that moment through a
relatable theme.
Relatable themes are important in songs – like, “wanna dance tonight?” “I
Love You”, “Let’s get drunk”, or “Party, party, party”. Familiarity is also the
voice, or the music, where you feel like you’ve heard that voice before. For
songwriters, this can be a hard pill to swallow, as we want to be unique and
different. But most people don’t want to hear too much difference. They
want their soft ‘blanky’ or teddy bear like my 2 year old does.
Often if a song’s theme or lyrics match my LIFESTYLE, or a lifestyle I
aspire to, then I’ll love that song – sitting on an island beach (who doesn’t
want a holiday like that?!); taking it easy; or fun danceable songs that evoke
the party girl in me. Anything that I can assimilate to, or want to be like, will
grab my attention.
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Along similar lines, a Hit Song tends to have UNIVERSAL APPEAL –
meaning it appeals, without restriction, to the masses (or most people). The
narrower the subject of the song (or even musical genre and style), the less
listeners you will engage, and therefore, the less Hit worthiness (as you will
read later, hit Songs’ marketability is a key factor to its success). I’m not
suggesting you only write songs that will be felt universally, but I do think
that it may last longer, over time, and across larger demographics
(ages/generations, gender, interests).
Now, if you don’t write for universal appeal, you can find a COMMON
DENOMINATOR that resonates with a certain core of listeners. This is
where a lot of rebellious, anti-hero songs have become hits.
Joan Jett and the Blackhearts made a hit with “I Love Rock and Roll”, where
youth of the times fell in love with Rock music as a rebellion to society, their
parents, conformity etc. The song found a common ground:
“Singing, I love rock and roll / So put another dime
in the jukebox, baby / I love rock and roll / So come
and take your time and dance with me, Ow!”
Writers: Alan Merrill / Jake Hooker Copyright: Finchley Music Corp., Rak Publishing
Ltd.

Similarly, gangster rap of the nineties attracted rebellious youth who felt
disenfranchised, looking for a common ground to feel empowered and have
a voice. Listen to “Fight The Power” by Public Enemy and “F*&%” Tha Police”
by NWA.
A song could arise from any genre, but there is a reason why most Hit
Songs represent only a few universally accepted genres (per country and
demographic):
1. Pop.
2. Hip Hop. (Since late nineties this has become the highest and most
popular genre amongst youth, often merging with Pop)
3. Country.
Your take away: as the 360º Songwriter, always consider WHO will be
listening to your song. Give them a theme, lyric, story, feeling and/or genre
that you know they will relate to. Give them a purpose to want to listen to
your song.
Slam-dunk baby!
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8. REPETITIVE
Have you ever heard of an EARWORM?
“An earworm, sometimes known as a ‘brainworm',
is a catchy piece of music that continually repeats
through a person's mind after it is no longer playing.
Phrases used to describe an earworm include
musical imagery repetition, involuntary musical
imagery, and stuck song syndrome.”
– Wikipedia.

Oh, I might add that Wikipedia also mentions
“In episode 20 of season 7 of SpongeBob
SquarePants, entitled "Ear Worm" (2010),
SpongeBob gets a song stuck in his head called
“Musical Doodle”. The episode refers to the
earworm as a physical creature that enters one's
head upon listening to a catchy song.”
I don’t know about you, but I kind of like the idea of writing a song that
conjures up an imaginary earworm that enters your head and gets stuck.
Although I’ve heard reports of individuals murdering people because they
can’t get a song out of their head. Let’s write something in-between that
keeps people safe!
I know I may sound repetitive, because these ingredients do overlap quite
a bit, but there is a nuance here: Hit Songs have particular repetitive
components throughout the song, which helps its “hookiness”. Consider
some of these tips: a sinuous bass line that delivers the groove, from the very
outset; a drum feel that continues to pulse from beginning to end; a chorus
that repeats cleverly, and often keeps to simple, few words, that repeat; a
backing vocal that sings do, do, do, or la, la, la, over and over again… One
of the easiest ways to use repetition is to ensure your chorus repeats, not just
every time, but at the end, A LOT. You can never over repeat a chorus. Just
listen to a Katy Perry song.
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It is important to note here that sometimes Hit Songs are hits because
the radio stations play them over and over again. That kind of repetition is
marketing repetition. We hear it so many times, we are almost brainwashed
to like it. Still, we wouldn’t like it if the song didn’t already have the
ingredients I’ve mentioned. And the song should only have enough
repetitive elements in it, and not too much, otherwise we’ll think it’s
annoying. Just wanted to illustrate those different repetitive angles to you.
Your take away: repeat, and then repeat again. Do you want me to repeat
that? (Just kidding.)
9. PACE
Smokey Robinson’s song "Shop Around" became a Hit Song after Berry
Gordy, head of Motown, persuaded Smokey to re-record the song faster,
even after it had been already released (he thought it was too slow). Pace
made this song a Hit.
While Repetition could exude through the pace of the song, it is the pace
of the song that keeps you wanting more. I talked about tension before. So
if you have a driving drum, guitar strum, or bass line, providing rhythm, if
you make it feel like you are riding a horse in a race, you have pace. This
doesn’t mean it has to be a dance or upbeat song. No, it’s more that it drives.
There’s a certain forward moving energy created by the instruments that
makes you feel like you are in motion. This pace (along with any tension)
sucks you in, yet again. Rhythm can provide pace, but not all songs need a
driving rhythm to create pace. There are great Hit Ballads. But even in a
ballad, the pace may be delivered by the repetitive clang of the soft piano
chords, or the eloquent vocals. Rhythm is important, but I believe pace is
what makes the song a Hit. Again, Adele’s “Rolling in the Deep” is a good
example of pace in a song (as well as for tension). Think of pace like the
movement of a dancer. It can be a fast movement, or slow, but it still moves.
Pace contributes to ENERGY, whether low or high. Simply Red’s “If
You Don’t Know Me By Now” (1980), was a Hit partly do to its low energy, laid
back pace, and slow bpm. Still, it had a pace; the 6/8 time signature which
remained consistent throughout, keeping us addicted to the kick, snare crash
and high hat, even as we fall asleep on a pillow.
Your take away: Consider what musical or vocal elements in your song
will deliver a sense of pace and movement. Use these to grab your listeners’
attention to carry them through the song.
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10. SIMPLE
I don’t mean dumb. Actually, there is quite a misnomer about the
simplicity of Hit Songs, or at least, commercial songs on mainstream radio.
It is often said that these songs are so dumb in structure, anyone can write
one. Well, actually, as I’ve mentioned earlier, there is quite an art to writing
these songs. Simplicity means that you don’t make it too complex, unrelatable or wordy. You don’t take us all the way around the block and up
the hill, and over the pass, and down the creek. Just give us the punch line.
You can write interesting lyrics, and yes, they can be deep. But you want
to try and do that simply, without too much ado. Actually, the most
masterful lyrics are deep and exciting, done with the least amount of
wordiness. Consider Sia’s “Chandelier” Song chorus,
“I'm gonna swing from the chandelier, from the
chandelier…”
What it means escapes me, but heck, it’s simple.
Unless you’re a rapper (which, even then, the lyrical, internal rhyming is
powerful), you don’t want to have too many words to say what you want to
say. Your music and the production of the music should not be so cluttered
or overburdened that you can’t hear the message, or the key musical
elements.
The form (structure) should be straight ahead and almost predicable (that
helps in the tension, because you’re READY for that big lift to come), and
the song ends in a timely fashion (preferably before 4 minutes, if not 3.)
Sometimes songs with just a simple three-chord progression (often
employed in the sixties) works best. Too many changes, too many dark
minor chords and keys may make the song suffer. Simple.
Elvis Presley's "Suspicious Minds" (1970) had a simple harmonic
movement, which for that era, was exactly how to create a hit. Times change
on what songs call for, but you can bet your bottom dollar that simplicity is
a common thread in all generations of Hit songs.
Everything about the song should tie up with a nice little bow, and be,
well, simple. This is a good word. Simplicity is mastery. Complexity means
you are meandering into trying to figure out what you are trying to say in a
very windy way, like this sentence.
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Your take away: Gravitate to simplicity in everything you do with your
song. From lyric, to chords, to structure, to musical elements, even to the
mix. Keep it simple, uncluttered and to the point – BUT be clever.
11. TIMELESS
Summertime / An’ the livin' is easy / Fish are
jumpin' / An’ the cotton is high .”- George Gershwin
Not all Hit Songs last. They can be fleeting, seasonal, or fashionable,
illustrating just the moment and the times. (I’m going to put it out there, but
I’m not sure if Pharrell Williams’ “Happy” will actually be remembered in
years to come. Honestly, I’m not sure if many contemporary songs can be
listed as ‘timeless’.) However, if you can create a Hit Song that will last
through the ages – have LONGEVITY - you’ve nailed it.
Consider Louis Armstrong’s, “What A Wonderful World”, or “Summertime”
by George Gershwin. It’s interesting that the songs I remember and will
always remember were written pre seventies. What we call ‘classics’. Still, any
seasonal song (Christmas – “Santa Claus Is Coming To Town”; “Jingle Bells”;
“Rudolph The Red Nose Reindeer”), or Birthday songs, (even Stevie Wonder’s
“Happy Birthday to ya”), and practically all Nursery Rhymes are TIMELESS;
Plus any song by Carol King! “Natural Woman”, “Its Too Late”, “You’ve Got A
Friend”; Many Jazz Standards – “All of Me”, “Anything Goes”, “At Last, Autumn
Leaves”, “As Time Goes By”, “Blue Moon”, “Bye Bye Blackbird”, “Come Fly With
Me”, “Cry Me A River”, “Dream A Little Dream Of Me”, “Georgia On My
Mind”,”Strangers In The Night” and “Unchained Melody”… there are so many!
12. MELODIC
Melody: A pleasing succession or arrangement of
sounds.
2. Musical quality: the melody of verse.
3. Music
a. A rhythmically organized sequence of single tones
so related to one another as to make up a particular
phrase or idea.
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b. Structure with respect to the arrangement of single
notes in succession.
c. The leading part or the air in a composition with
accompaniment.
4. A poem suitable for setting to music or singing.
The Free Dictionary - thefreedictionary.com

Note the adjective, “pleasing” succession or arrangement of sounds. A
Melody pleases us. When one says a song, or portion of a song, is “melodic”,
it rings with pleasure. We assimilate, we like it, and we listen.
Your take away: Give me a catchy melody. Give me a pleasing melody.
Make it memorable, and wonderful. Whatever you do, give me MELODY
whether vocally or instrumentally, just give it!
13. CONTEMPORARY
If it ain’t hip, people won’t hip to it. A song needs to be of the times so
people can relate. That means ‘keeping it fresh’: contemporary lyrics of
today’s society and needs, infusing modern beats, grooves, instrumentation,
and even vocals. Have you noticed how songs are sung differently through
the generations? As we evolve through different era styles, so does the way
a singer interprets them. How Katy Perry sings is so different to how Ella
Fitzgerald sang, but both depict ‘contemporary’ in their generations.
Sometimes it’s hard to nail what is ‘now’, because if you try and emulate
what is on the radio ‘now’, by the time your song comes out, it’s already
yesterday. 360º Songwriters are constantly looking ahead as to what will
come next. That is part listening and being savvy, and part intuition.
Your take away: Listen to the radio, experiment with new ideas, keep it
cutting edge, and use your gut.
14. CONVERSATIONAL WITH STORY AND LYRIC
The story of the song and the lyrics of the song contribute to it being a
Hit song, but get ready for this: they don’t have to be good.
There are hundreds of songs which have been Hits where the story line
or the lyrics were simply mundane, even crappy. For some reason, they have
still resonated, are memorable and Hit worthy. Why? Lets take a gamble
here:
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They are simple so we can’t get them out of our head (ear worms) –
noted.
They are silly and funny (maybe even with a funny dance) and therefore
we just want to listen over and over again. Korean Artist, Psy had a 2012
YouTube viral Hit with his “Gangnam Style” song and he became an
international sensation. I have no idea what it was about! Los Del Rio’s song
“Macarena” also was a Hit because it had a great dance step that everyone
wanted to do at parties. It was also simple and repetitive. But we didn’t really
care what it was about.
However, great story and lyrics will also contribute to Hit song
worthiness. Consider heartfelt songs like Bruce Springsteen’s “Streets of
Philadelphia”, Whitney Houston’s “I Will Always Love You” (written by Dolly
Parton), and any song by Joni Mitchell, just to name a few – emotional,
touching and clever stories and lyrics.
Lyrics with a CONVERSATIONAL style also work.
“Do you know, where you’re going to, do you like
the things that life is showing you? Where are you
going to? Do you know?”*
As I hum along, I’m answering this in my mind. I’m having a silent
conversation with the singer and myself.
Your take away: When writing lyrics, consider their simplicity, their
emotional value and their connection to the listener, more than whether they
are super clever or intricate. What is your goal? Do you want to make an
enormous important life changing statement, or do you want to entertain
with humor? Be clear on the goal, and write.
*Writer(s): Sean Combs, Deric Micheal Angelettie, Gerry Goffin, Jerry Duplessis,
Michael Masser, Wilson Turbinton Co. Inc., Justin Combs Publishing Company Inc.,
Edwin H. Morris & Co. Inc., Sony/ATV Tunes LLC, Swing Beat Songs, Emi April
Music Inc., Screen Gems-emi Music Inc., Deric Angelettie Music Inc., Huss-zwingli
Publishing Inc.

15. GROOVY
Sometimes (not all the time), having a groovy song, hits. Groove can be
through the rhythm and tempo. Lionel Richie’s “All Night Long” is groovy.
So are many Sade songs. Madonna, Maroon 5, Katy Perry, Pink and Gwen
Stefani, create great, upbeat danceable songs that have mid to fast tempo
and a rockin’ beat. Gnarls Barkley's "Crazy" went to No. 1 in 2006 with its
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energetically danceable beat. Rhythm and tempo are key to a good groove,
and add to universal appeal. But that’s where the common thread on Hit
making ends. Some songs can have a stable beat, some a danceable beat,
others, no beat at all. The ‘groovaliciousness’ of a hit song is just one
ingredient that can contribute to its Hit value. Studies suggest* that
danceable songs statistically will reach the Top 10 more than others, between
117bpm and 122bpm.
Your take away: Groove or no groove, if you want to narrow your
opportunity to create a Hit quick, write it with a danceable beat around
119bpm 
*“Visualizing a Hit” by Tom Engelhardt and Shaun Ellis;”Behind The
Music” by Helienne Lindvall

16. VOLUME
It is true, these days a lot of Hit songs are, quite frankly, LOUD.
“Music is getting compressed into a tiny slice of dynamic range at the
loudest end of the loudness spectrum,” says Tom Engelhardt and Shaun
Ellis. “Basically, hit songs are not only getting louder, but even the quieter
moments are amped relatively loud, similar to the way television
commercials have traditionally managed to sound louder than programs.”
Volume plays a pivotal part in Hit making these days. I believe that we
amp up the loudness of songs (in mixing and mastering) because we are so
distracted by things (Internet, phones, Social networking, work, life, etc) that
in order for us to notice songs, they have to literally be thrown at us. It echoes
what happens with TV commercials. If you still watch traditional TV, have
you noticed how loud the commercials are? They say the reason is one tends
to break away from the TV to get a snack from the kitchen during
commercials, so they amp up the volume so you can hear them. So too,
songs are just getting louder.
I’m not saying this is a negative. It can actually be positive. Volume can
also used to support DYNAMICS. There is nothing more powerful than a
vocal singing sweet nothings, low and sensitive in the verse, which then
explodes with a high crescendo of loudness in the chorus. Dynamics in the
song support the EMOTIONAL value, and TENSION. It all interplays
together, as you know full well by now.
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Your take away: consider how you write the MELODY of your song to
support the dynamics you can build, and therefore the changes in volume
the song will have. Volume can and must be considered while writing, then
recording, mixing and finally mastering. You, as the 360º Songwriter, are
connected to why you bring down or up volume in your song, at the entire
evolution of writing and production.
17. GOOD VIBES/MAKES ME FEEL GOOD
Sometimes I like a song just because it makes me feel good. I may not be
able to pin point exactly what that is all the time (as a listener). It could be
the groove; it could be that it’s overall ‘vibey’ for my taste. When I listen to
any Maxwell or Sade song, it makes me feel good. I get “good vibes” (you
can interpret that however you want, relaxed, calm, sexy, sensual, Zen…)
Note that this ingredient is all about personal interpretation and subjectivity.
One song may feel different to me than it does to you. You may prefer to
listen to a straight up 4 to the floor punk song with loud crashing guitars.
And that’s OK. But combining the other ingredients of ‘universal appeal’
and ‘relatable’, if you can build your song to be vibey, and make the majority
of people feel good, you are on a winner.
Your take away: Listen to your favorite feel good songs. Write down
some of the core elements that make it vibey and feel good. Are there
commonalities in use of lyric, theme, and instrumentation?
18. EMOTIONAL
Expanding on the ‘feeling’ of a song - EMOTION plays a VERY
important part in Hit Song success. Emotion is not always a positive, feel
good emotion. Songs can be (and make you) sad, angry, curious, love struck.
A great song calls for eliciting empathy. You empathize with the feeling (and
story) of the song, and you feel the emotion that the song emotes. It’s an
inter-dependent relationship, the song and its listener. Ultimately, all the Hit
Song ingredients contribute to the overall emotion of the song, and it’s that
element that connects the listener to the song. If you ‘feel’ it the way you
want to, you will love the song.
Your take away: Ask yourself at the beginning of writing; “What feeling do
I want to portray in this song?” Then at the end of completing the finished song,
check in to see if you established that emotion. Further, get someone to
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listen to your song and ask them, “What feelings do you have, listening to my song?”
See if it matches up.
19. CALL TO ACTION
Sometimes a Hit song evokes a call to action, or provides a call &
response. Lyrics that call you to “get up on that dance floor”, or “fight for your
rights (to party)”, or “just beat it”, or “you better THINK”… are all calls to action.
Some songs elicit a response, even vocally. It evokes the listener to do
something (whether actual or in their mind). This creates a connection
between the song and the listener. If we relate to it, then we feel the song
more, and actually may take that action, especially if it’s specific in the lyric.
Your take away: Write meaningful lyrics that the listener can relate to,
which also have a call to action that we can embrace. Keep it positive! We
need a lot more positivity in the world these days, and you have the
opportunity to create change in this world through your songwriting.
*****
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“Express yourself - You've got to make him
Express himself - Hey, hey, hey, hey
So if you want it right now
Make him show you how
Express what he's got
Oh, baby ready or not”
Performed by Madonna. Songwriter: Charles W. Wright.
Published by © Warner/Chappell Music, Inc.

“I'm beautiful in my way
'Cause God makes no mistakes
I'm on the right track, baby
I was born this way
Don't hide yourself in regret,
Just love yourself and you're set
I'm on the right track, baby.
I was born this way”
Performed by Lady Gaga. Writer(s): Paul Blair, Paul Edward Blair, Jeppe Laursen,
Stefani Germanotta, Fernando Garibay. Copyright: House Of Gaga Publishing LLC,
Warner Tamerlane Publishing Corp., Sony/ATV Songs LLC, Universal Music Corp.,
Sony/ATV Tunes LLC, Garibay Music Publishing, Glostream Music Publishing,
Warner-Tamerlane Publishing Corp., Universal-polygram International Publishing
Inc.
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HIT PRODUCTION
Number 20 deserves a chapter on its own. Production.
Performance and delivery = Hit Production.
Writing is obviously the core duty in order to cook up your perfect Hit
song stew. But as a 360º Songwriter, you cultivate your culinary expertise in
the Production phase to maximize the Hit Song Recipe.
Once you’ve written the song, it is really important to have a song you
LOVE, that you can stand behind, that represents you, represents the vision
and represents the goal. Music production is critical.
Historically, music production would happen after the song was written.
These days, many songs are being written
WHILE being produced. This is because the
...it is really important
writing tools have changed. We are not limited
to have a song you
to just pen and paper. We have computers and
LOVE, that you can
tablets as writing tools now too. You may lay
stand behind, that
down a beat on your Protools or Logic software,
represents you,
and that might be the beginning of writing your
song. You may even build out music beds on
represents the vision.
your laptop before you’ve even come up with a
and represents the
title, lyric, melody or even a musical structure.
Technology has now become an inspiration for writing, rather than the just
the recording phase after a song is written.
The 360º songwriter needs to write the song with the keen understanding
of the PRODUCTION (recording) values as you write it – whether you use
the technology to inspire the writing, or whether you know you will go there
after the song is penciled out. A lot of those secret ingredients in the Hit
Song recipe come when you bring the song into the studio and add the
musical elements. For example, it may be recording of a guitar riff that
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creates any one of the ingredients – such as tension, repetition, more hooks.
A Drumbeat may determine that the song will be thematic: a party song with
up-tempo beats, for example. The list goes on and on, but definitely go back
and revise the Hit Song Recipe chapter with the perspective of recording
production values. How many of these ingredients are created or enhanced
by what you do in the studio with your song?
I’m not suggesting that you need to be the producer. It can be a challenge
and too subjective to wear both hats (songwriter and producer). I do
encourage you to foster a strong relationship with a producer, and perhaps
even be the co-producer, co-creating the production together. There are
pros and cons to any producer relationship.
Why do artists and songwriters have such a hard time in producing their
songs? Why do some of the home demos show the passion and style of the
song better than the thousand dollar professional production? I have met so
many artists and songwriters who come out crying from an album
production simply because their story, their emotion and their statement
have not been met in the studio.
Producers need to understand the song and the Songwriter, and the
Songwriter needs to understand production. It is a symbiotic relationship
and process because, as stated, the Hit Song values arise from both aspects.
You need to be sure of what you want. You have to communicate to
your producer what you want. And if you don't know what you want, then
both of you have to take the time to find it, together.
Artists don't always magically know how they want the musical style to
be. Producers can help them with that. Producers can help channel eclectic
styles into a more homogenous one.

Communication is very important in production.

As the 360º Songwriter, because you know the direction of your song, and
what the end goal is, it is important to state the intentions early in the
production process. Don't just sit quietly and agree with the producer just
because you think they know best. You're puppeteer. Being primarily an
artist and songwriter, I am now a producer, for two reasons. One, I enjoy
bringing out the best in others, and their songs; and two, it teaches me how
to be a better and more communicative Artist. Being behind the production
wheel for another Artist reminds me of seeing me in that booth, and as
producer I ask the questions that I would have liked asked of me when I'm
the Artist. I've also learned to appreciate my own talent. Yes, there are better
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producers than me, but I have learned that some of those little ideas I
scratched into my home demos are VALID and REAL for a full professional
production. When I produce my own songs, I feel fulfilled that those little
ideas can become reality. Nevertheless, I also appreciate working with other
producers because, as an Artist, I act subjectively and most times I need
objective opinions and support by someone who is not as attached to the
song as me.
I applaud a good producer. It’s a hard job. But anyone can call himself
or herself a 'producer' and not really know how to produce. Choose who
you work with carefully. Those songs of yours are Hit Songs, and deserve all
the support they can get.
Production includes:
Arrangement – the what, where and how of recording instrumentation
for a song. Arrangement offers variety and it is quite an art to arrange. The
producer, musicians and the 360º Songwriter should be a tight unit in
deciding and building the arrangement.
Vocal recording – I would like to state that I am a big advocate of the
vocal being the ‘entrance’ to the heart of your song. If the listener doesn’t
vibe with the vocal in the first 20 seconds, you’ve lost them. Producing great
vocals is an art too. In my last book, Just Get Out There, I spent half a chapter
writing about how important it was to either have a vocal producer or a
producer who really understands vocals (and not all do).
Recording of instruments – Do not succumb to a lackluster recording
– you must deliver a Great Performance by your musicians and excellent
production delivery. Everything needs to be top notch to compete in the
world of mainstream radio and against other Hit songs. Luckily for you, high
quality recording devices are becoming more accessible and cost effective as
many big time studio operations often now end up in someone’s living room
on a Mac laptop, perhaps even yours. But beware; don’t use the standard
instruments and beats from a generic program like Garageband offers.
People will notice. Be unique, be crafty, and be excellent.
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Understand the evolution of production, and
the time it takes.
Here are the phases:
a) Producing the songs – the evolution of recording your songs means
time to record, and time to LISTEN before you start mixing. Remember
that when you are listening to ‘rough mixes’ of the recordings, the tracks
may sound out of balance, and that’s ok. This listening stage is to ensure you
didn’t miss anything you need recorded, or to listen if each instrument and
vocal is technically and creatively satisfactory to you, and the decision
makers around you (label, manager, publisher, etc.), though remember my
saying, “seek no one else’s approval but your own”, meaning, you make the
final creative decision.
b) Mixing the songs – This is recommended to be completed by a
professional mixing engineer rather than the engineer who recorded the
songs (to get a different ‘ear’). Mixing is completed when the entire recording
is finished. Then it needs to be technically and creatively approved by you.
A mix of one song can take from 2 hours to a full 8-10 hour day, so generally
it is best to work on one song a day. This allows you to be able to hear the
mix overnight, and then send comments in for any changes by the following
morning. You should listen to the song in many environments, not just in
the studio: home stereo, in your car, on your computer, on small and large
speakers and so forth. Also, recalling mixes all depends on the computer
program your engineer is using. If he/she is completely automating the mix
(every change to the mix is tracked through the program, such as in
Protools), then you can bring up a mix two days or two years later. However,
if your engineer is also using the mixing desk and outboard gear (part analog)
then it may be difficult to recall a mix (unless he/she has taken great, detailed
photos of his/her board). Be sure you know the parameters you have to
recall in a mix before he or she starts. Set the perimeters. You need to know
if you have only one night, one day, or one week to provide your mix
comments, post the song mix.
c) Mastering the songs – The next phase is mastering. Do not master
your songs until you are completely satisfied with the mixes. Every step
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needs time. Mastering is different to mixing (a lot of Artists get this
confused). Mastering does not change levels of tracks (e.g. vocal higher than
guitar, snare drum louder, etc.). That’s completed in the mixing stage. The
mastering sets the overall EQ of the songs, and of the album entirely, so that
the songs are the same overall levels (some songs were recorded softer than
others especially if done in different studios), and prepares the album to be
played on all stereo/playable formats. Mastering also delivers the Master
Disc that duplication plants can duplicate from. Therefore you want to know
the track order of your album (if you are doing a full album) as you enter the
mastering process, as well as the timing to set between songs. These last two
points are somewhat undervalued, but I believe that track order is essential
to making a good album great, as well as how many seconds one waits to
hear the next song from the previous. Sit with these 2 elements for AT
LEAST ONE WEEK, if not two, between the mixing and mastering stage,
so you can really take time to work out the order and timing.
If you are just producing one song at a time (say, for online digital
distribution, or for a TV show), still master the song. Never deliver a song
without it being mastered. There is a huge difference in the sonic quality,
and it is done to ensure it plays well on all players (stereos, digital, broadcast,
etc).
No matter what, produce the song well and know that you have to be
truly satisfied at the end of each stage I indicated above, before going to the
next stage. There is a humorous t-shirt I once saw someone wearing. On the
front it said,

“We’ll fix it in the mix”
Then at the bottom of the front it said,
“We’ll fix it in mastering”
And on the back of the t-shirt it said,
“We’ll fix it in the next song”
d) Finally, once recorded, the PACKAGING & delivery of the song is
next – how will it be delivered? Will it be on Vinyl, on a CD, on a Tape (yes
they are also making a comeback!) or an MP3? All of these EXCEPT the
digital mp3 require physical duplication. Will it be a single, or will it be
packaged amongst 10 or 12 other songs on an album? Will it be instead
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synchronized to film, animation, a game or other? Will it be helping to tell a
story or will it be a story in of itself?
The 360º Songwriter understands all of the above will happen, and is
thinking about it while WRITING the song. When you get to this stage, you
look back and evaluate, “did this production process support the song in the best way?”

Making decisions, changes and adaptations are the
hallmark of a 360º Songwriter.
*****
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THE 21ST HIDDEN INGREDIENT
To wrap up the topic on my 20 ingredients in this Hit Song Recipe, by
now I’m sure you are wondering, “If I just put them all into my song, surely it will
become a Hit, right?”
If you feel like you’ve just discovered a hidden, slam-dunk, formula…
here is a word of caution – you need one more secret ingredient and I
cannot teach this one to you.
Magic.
“Huh? Magic? What kind of ingredient is that, Gilli?”
This is the part where I have to be honest and say, every song has a little
magic that makes it special, great… a Hit. Call it intuition, talent, the divine
or ‘that unknown somethin’, something’. Whatever you call it, it’s the glue that ties
it all together. It’s the piece that gives every song their uniqueness (isn’t it
amazing that all these millions of songs are different from each other?) It’s
the element that makes the listener’s hair prick up on the back of their neck,
or heart palpitate when hearing your song. It’s the ‘IT’ factor.
How do you find it? That’s the easy part. Shhhhh don’t tell anyone:
Listen. Listen to your heart. Go by what you FEEL.
Stay connected to how you feel, and let it ooze, gently and unequivocally,
into the making of your song. The Gods will dance inside you delivering
your masterpiece.
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PART 2: THE
360º
SONGWRITING
BUSINESS
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TIMES, THEY NEVER CHANGE

“Come gather 'round people wherever you roam /
And admit that the waters around you have grown /
And accept it that soon you'll be drenched to the
bone. / If your time to you is worth savin' / Then you
better start swimmin' / Or you'll sink like a stone /
For the times they are a-changin'.”
- Bob Dylan

I’ve been in Los Angeles, a Mecca for songwriters and a center for Hit
Songs and the music business, since the late nineties. Back then, it was a time
before the Internet was the main avenue for songs: when songwriters and
artists still ‘shopped’ their cassettes and CDs to record companies hoping to
get signed; when a songwriter’s only means of getting songs cut were to be
signed to a publishing deal. Just before my time here in LA, many Hit
Songwriters were staff writers, whereby they would go off to work and sit in
the cubicles of big publishing houses and write songs all day, and then the
Label executive would choose the good ones and cut them with the Hit
artists on their existing roster. It was all in-house, and the public would be
dished songs, via radio, based on the A&R decisions. They were the
tastemakers (they chose what songs you would hear and therefore like).
When I first arrived in ‘96, I would attend song pitch-a-thons in LA and
in Nashville, to try and co-write with known writers, perform in industry
showcases, and send my demos to publishers, labels and managers of artists,
hoping that one of these tastemakers would sign me, or cut one of my songs.
At first, I didn’t consider the possibility of being my own label, publisher or
representative. It simply wasn’t done. You needed a middleman, someone
to represent you, to develop you and your craft. At the time, that’s was the
standard procedure to establishing yourself professionally in the industry.
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Diane Warren was the Hit Songwriter of the time (and remains so). I
discovered she had her own office, would write all day, have artists come
over to collaborate, and literally be set up as her own writing and publishing
business where she also exploited her own songs. She was a pioneer in being
a self-made songwriter. I would now coin her a 360º songwriter. She is the
epitome. I then learned about Ani Di Franco, an artist and songwriter, who
set up her own record label and distribution, by-passing the major labels.
At some point rather quickly, the world, as we knew it changed. The
Internet was become a means of access to consumers directly, and artists
and smaller companies saw a way to circumvent the ‘system’ and set up shop
themselves.
I was one of those early artists who did that. I was one of the first to have
my own website, to start my own record and publishing company (as an
artist who wrote her own songs), and found my own distribution means that
wasn’t just selling CDs through a label or distributor, but online as
downloadable mp3s. While we consider this all status quo now, in earlier
times it was a hard sell. Remember, iTunes didn’t exist. When CD stores
(like Tower Records) started to go bankrupt, and Napster made online music
sharing history, I knew that the music business had changed forever. ITunes
inked the deal. No longer did we need the middleman.

Writing a Hit Song however, the difference between
then and now, is marginal. While I won’t negate the necessity for a

lot of marketing, capital and distribution to get your songs heard, there is a
lot to be said about how an unknown song, today, can become EQUALLY
successful globally if it goes viral, say, on YouTube, and get a million viewers.
It’s happening all the time. How can that be? Why can a song do really well
with a ton of money and marketing channels, or just the same by a few
YouTube tricks? It comes down to ONE thing and ONE thing only: If the
Song is GREAT. A ‘HIT’.
If your song is a Hit Song, you can go from sweeping streets to sleeping
in a mansion. There will always be people behind the business (whether you
are at the helm or not), but it starts with the song.
Your task is to write. Write and write and write and write. Keep your
writing machine oiled. Don’t just write alone. Write with the radio on. Write
with other songwriters. Write in groups of songwriters. Change your writing
partners. Write differently. Try new styles, approaches, structures. Try new
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things. Get outside of your box as much as possible and expand your writing
craft. But most of all, write.
Now that you know this, let’s also look at what it takes to get your written
Hit out there.
*****

CREATE VALUE, BUILD THE
DEMAND
“You have to show them that you're really not
scared / You're playin' with your life, this ain't no
truth or dare / They'll kick you, then they beat you,
then they'll tell you it's fair / So beat it, but you
wanna be bad / Just beat it, beat it, beat it, beat it /
No one wants to be defeated / Showin' how funky
strong is your fight / It doesn't matter who's wrong or
right / Just beat it, beat it, beat it, beat it.”
- Writer(s): Michael Jackson, Reginald Arvizu, Brian Welch, Jonathan Howsman
Davis, David Randall Silveria, James Christian Shaffer © Mijac Music, Musik Munk
Publishing, Stratosphericyoness Music, Gintoe Music, Fieldysnuttz Music, Evileria
Music

I apologize in advance, but it is simply not feasible for you to just be the
songwriter sitting at home writing those songs, and let someone else make
it all happen for you.
Put that thought outside of your brain. If you want to be in this music
business, you need to GET IN the business. You have to Just Get Out There
(just like the title of my last book).
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You want to compete with what everyone else is doing, be better, get
ahead and be that 360º Songwriter that you are or want to be. You need to
have the business side, the organized side, compliment your creative
side.
This manifests as you getting your act together. You know how to run
your time management. You network. You’re building your network and
understanding your business and you’re committed in your branding and
marketing and all that. And you’re being prolific and creative in writing great,
great songs. You are ALL OF IT, revolving around the song, in front of the
song, at the beginning, the middle and the end.
You know where it’s going, and where YOU
ARE GOING.
You are ALL OF IT,
revolving around the
The 360º Songwriter holds the evolution of
song, in front of the
the song in the palm of his/her hands, like the
song, at the
puppeteer holds the strings of the puppet.
beginning, the middle
We have now established the rules of the
and the end. You
game.
know where it’s going,
and where YOU ARE
No doubt you’re wondering, “if I’ve written
GOING.
the Hit Song, won’t it just be successful as a Hit?”
Well, yes and no. Yes, because you’re now
armed with a great product. A Hit Product. A
Slam-Dunk Product. But, you now have to do the legwork to get it to the
ears and minds of those who get it out there. You need to market it. And
quite frankly, no song is great till it’s been heard. It brings to mind that forest
saying: If a tree falls in the forest, does anybody hear? Does anybody care?
If a Hit Song is written and it’s sitting in your living room, does anybody
care? Not until they know about it.
I know it seems like a daunting concept.
“Why should I think about all of the business stuff? I just want to write songs”
I understand.
The pursuit of creativity should be an exclusive concept. But the reality
in this music business of today that as 360º songwriters we have the
opportunity to conduct the entire experience. It’s important to clarify at this
time that if you are not interested in writing hit songs, then you can stay
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exclusive to just the creative aspects. But if you are indeed a Hit Songwriter,
you will absolutely, unequivocally need to be business minded.

Don’t ask people to buy your music. Offer people
access to the FEELING they will get with your music.
Music fans want access to the ‘after’ feeling. If your song is great, it will
move a fan to that desired “after” feeling.
The 360º Songwriter uses great marketing to articulate the move from
before to after feeling. The distance to get from that before state to after
state is the VALUE. So how do we create value for our songs?
How do we convince the fan, the customer, or the buyer (to sync the
song) that your song is of value? There are two ways.
1. You are clear on who you are, and you believe and know that
your song is of value. This is all about inner work. Really
understanding, to your core, that you have what it takes, and that you
have something valuable to offer.
2. You build a demand – make your song a desirable commodity. This
is where networking and marketing comes in.
*****
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GETTING CLEAR ON WHO,
WHAT AND WHY
“When I think of how He came so far from glory /
Came to dwell among the lowly such as I / To suffer
shame and such disgrace / On Mount Calvary take
my place / Then I ask myself this question / Who am
I?”
- Performed by Elvis Presley; Words & music by R. Goodman

It’s time to re-connect with who you want to be as a songwriter and why
you are doing all this. Clarify this before you even start getting out there
networking and meeting people. You need to know WHO you are as a
songwriter, as an artist. You’ve got to
understand what that persona is.
One of them is what I already referred to
Re-connect with who
previously as a ‘Psyche Killer’ - where you
you want to be as a
think you’re not good enough to be in a
songwriter and why
playing field. So when I say, “It’s tough out there,”
you are doing all this.
you can believe all that trite, or you can actually
say,
“You know what? Life’s tough! I’m actually
going to give this a go. I believe in what I’ve done. I’ve got great songs. I’m
a great songwriter. I’m a Hit songwriter. I am business savvy. I’ve got what
it takes. At the top, my songs are just as good as anybody else’s out there,
and I deserve this.”
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You’re going to need to give yourself permission to actually want to
get out there. This takes a lot of inner work; to believe that you can be
successful.
Next, you want to think about what you are presenting, what you’re
promoting. You need to think of yourself as a brand.
I don’t know if you’ve gone to any marketing workshops but there’s a
whole philosophy about branding yourself. I hate to use that term too much
because it means that you’re branding yourself like you are a product as if
we’re going to brand Expo Dry Erase Markers!
But branding yourself as a songwriter is the first step to then stepping
out. How you position yourself in the marketplace, quite frankly, is the
difference between Hit maker red carpets laid out for you versus sitting in
your living room waiting. While we can write hit songs and have a whole
catalog ready to go, it’s the perception of you as a Hit maker that elevates your
songs to be heard, sold and, ‘cha-ching’, money in.
How you represent yourself to the world will make the difference.

You want to ask yourself, “Who am I?”

Do you know who you are? Can you say it in one sentence?
Sure, you might say, “I know who I am. I know I am a songwriter. I’m
brilliant!”
But who are you, really?
Are you ready to be known as the successful Hit Songwriter? Are
you willing to put on that appearance, confidence and business face,
shake hands with the game changers and taste makers, and BE that
Hit maker?
If you were to introduce yourself to someone, you need to be able to talk
to someone anywhere, for example even in the elevator. This process is
called the ‘elevator pitch’ for a reason.
You might meet in the elevator, and you’ve got the time between the
fourth floor to the first floor to describe who you are before the doors go,
“Bing!” You want to be able to say in a nutshell who you are. I call it the “I
AM” statement, because I AM is a very empowering word. It can be
personal, but this is where you pitch that concept.
I’ve written about my “I AM” statement before, in my previous book,
Just Get Out There. For this readership, I feel it important to reiterate and
expand on this concept.
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I’ve discovered that 90% of Artists and Songwriters are unable to
describe their true selves in one sentence, off the cuff. They stumble over
the concept of
a) Having to explain who they are.
b) Saying it in a realistic, yet positive way.
Most end up describing themselves with all their personal frustrations
and negativity, and put their dreams so far in the future that their statements
aren’t about who they are right now, but a figment of their intangible
imagination. Their introduction is filled with their inner critic’s selfsabotaging, doubting words. This is not the language of a Hit maker.
‘Who you are’ is not what you do, what you think and what people think
of you.
It’s a higher awareness: that all things are possible. So, who you are
means what you feel is possible for you.
The WORDS you use in your “I AM” statement are very important.
Here are some examples of Artist introductions - “I AM” statements - when
I meet them:
“Hi! I am a singer/songwriter, a blues singer/songwriter, or a pop singer/songwriter.”
This is a good start. But try and get really specific. Do you write on the
piano, on guitar? What style of music do you write? Do you have a theme or
a niche (such as writing just for youth)?
Lastly, it is always beneficial to finish your “I AM” statement with an
empowering reason or mission as to why you’re writing.
"Hi, I'm Bill. I'm trying to be a better songwriter and working hard at practicing my
music. One day I'd like to be a professional musician with my own band, but already I
feel I'm too old and I just don't know if I’ll get there what with all the learning I have to
do."
"Hi, I'm Elaine. I want to be a professional songwriter one day and tour if I can. I
just don't know how to get there yet. I just need to find the right people, maybe a manager
or an agent. I don't know."
"Hi, my name is Tom and I am a guitarist, songwriter and producer. I run my own
production house and am creating new projects on a weekly basis, building my credits and
writing songs with a strong global mission of unity and human consciousness. I'm very
excited by my journey and am discovering new opportunities on a daily basis."
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What is different about the Bill and Elaine’s introductions compared to
Tom’s (the last)? How we perceive ourselves, including self-worth and selfdiscovery, and how we express it to others, indicates why we create success
in our lives or not. Clearly, Bill and Elaine are not quite in touch with the
law of attraction yet, compared to Tom. Bill is “trying” to be a songwriter and
looks into the future as to when he will truly come into his own. He also has
issues about his age and feels he doesn't know enough to consciously
acknowledge his talent nor his status as an Artist. The same applies for
Elaine. She expresses the desire to be professional, but feels she doesn't
know the way to get there, and feels she needs other people to make it
happen for her.
These are introductions from songwriters I get ALL THE TIME. Ninety
percent of the songwriters I come across introduce themselves with language
like this, not realizing that it sabotages their goals and dreams in coming true.
Here’s the crux of it: whatever you put out there, even just thinking or
visualizing it, is what you’ll get. If you are not clear with what you want, then
what you want may take a long time because it’s fuzzy. If you are clear, you
get clarity. This is the essence of the law of attraction. So let’s take a look at
some of these self-thoughts, and how to overcome some negative patterns,
in order to create positive results:
“Hi, my name is Jennifer and I’m trying to be a songwriter (well I’m doing my best
but it’s hard), and I write inspiring love songs, well that is most of them, and I’m looking
to become a better Artist and maybe get out there.”
Firstly this “I AM” statement is filled with lots of “maybes” and “trying”
and negative thoughts that the rest of us now have to hear, and that totally
camouflages the real Jennifer.
My suggestion would be to
a) remove all the “maybe” and “trying” and “wanna be” statements, and turn
it around with positive affirmations of “I AM”, “I CAN” and “I WILL”.
b) describe yourself in specifics: we want to know what type of
songwriter you are, what music you play and how you play it.
c) perhaps add a worldly note at the end: something that takes it from
the “me, me, me” to the “what I can do for the world” i.e. A higher
purpose/mission.
So, let’s revise Jennifer’s statement:
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“Hi my name is Jennifer and I am a professional singer, songwriter and pianist, who
performs original R&B songs about relationships, my experiences and observations in the
world, and I look to inspire people to look into their own self-doubts and fears by singing
songs that are uplifting and hopeful.”
Not the perfect, quintessential “I AM” statement, but it’s so much better,
and now I know a little more about Jennifer, her style of music, what she
plays, and who she’s playing for, with a higher purpose in mind. I also see
she’s positive and confident in herself – which leads me to the second part
of why we write these affirmations:
People will believe in you when you believe in yourself.
So, it’s critical to SHOW your self-belief and
confidence in yourself the first moment you introduce
People will
yourself to someone. If you fill it with ‘maybes’ and
negativities, people will feel that and won’t believe in you: believe in you
when you
simple as that.
believe in
When writing your “I AM” Statement, be bold and
dream big. It doesn’t have to be exactly where you are
yourself
right now but more of an idealized version of yourself as
to who you want to become. Don’t be egotistical and
arrogant, assuming that you are already inspiring or amazing. Just be real. So
many Artists tell me they write “inspiring, soulful and life-changing songs”. Or they
tell me “I am talented”. This may be a tad arrogant of an Artist to state they
are talented or are inspiring. It comes across as egotistical. Let reviewers
write verbose words about you instead. Just sing your songs, and we’ll either
feel it, or we won’t. Your “I AM” Statements need to be sincere and a little
humility goes a long way.
Include your mission statement, so that your statement becomes larger
than you, and more about your contribution to the world. (See the next
chapter about adding a mission to your ‘big dream’.) When you can get
outside of the ‘me, me, me’, we will all join in your cause, support you and love
you.

WHAT you want to be as a songwriter is next. And you need to be very

knowledgeable in WHAT field you’re stepping in to.
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What artist would you like to cut your song with?
“Great question! I was not prepared for that.”
Oh, you should always be prepared for that. What did I say before? Come
on!
“Bruno Mars. I don’t know if he writes all of his own.”
Well, you should know that.
“I should know that”.
You should know that answer. I always give my artists an activity. They
need to go and study one of the artists or songwriters they feel like as a
mentor for them. One that they would aspire to. They don’t even need to
be the same kind of music, but maybe the way they market themselves is
cool. Maybe it is Bruno Mars. You should know everything about Bruno
Mars. You should know the artist that you want to pitch to, or the
songwriters that you actually want to feel like. Go to their websites.
I like Trent Reznor from Nine Inch Nails. We don’t write the same
music, but I love his music. I love what he does as Trent Reznor more than
what he does for Nine Inch Nails. I love how he markets himself. I love the
music that he’s putting out, and when I want to go and see how songwriters
are really marketing themselves, I’ll go to Trent Reznor’s site.
Pharrell Williams; you may know him as the ‘Happy’ guy? He’s got a
brand. He’s the happy guy. He, for many years, was known as a
songwriter/producer. No one knew him as an artist. He tried. He had some
albums out. They didn’t really make an impact. I saw his interview on the
Sunday Show, and he was talking about how he worked for years as a
producer and songwriter, a co-writer, making a great living at it, but then he
said, “The stars had aligned at a certain time, and my time was now. The stars had
aligned, and here I am with the ‘Happy’ song, which was released in Europe before it was
even released in America”. The American company that he was signed to didn’t
think it was going to be a hit, and then it was on the soundtrack of a film.
Just think, as he said, the stars just aligned.
Once you begin to narrow down Who You Are and What You Want, the
next step is to work out WHY YOU WANT IT. It can all be for naught if
you don’t. So consider, why are you writing in the first place?
Why do you write?
“Because I love it, and I need some way to express myself”
And why should I listen to your songs?
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“To get to know me more”.
What else? What else could I get?
“To feel the same emotion channeled through a song.”
Good. That’s what I’m asking for. When you think about you, write
because you want us to feel that emotion you are feeling. Why would we
want to feel your emotion?
“Because you might be going through the same thing.”
Exactly. So you feel like there’s a kindred spirit. You get empowered, you
feel good or whatever that is. This is because I’m getting something from
your song that makes me or helps me go through my own emotions and
experiences.
The beginning of networking, as you’ll read in the next chapter, is
exchange. When you get clear with WHO you are, WHAT you want to do,
and WHY you are writing these songs, you start to understand what the
exchange is going to be when you start going out in the world.

Stop for a moment and write your “I AM” Statement.

Turn the page when you’ve written it.
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When you start understanding your audience and what they can get out
of your songs, your world will open up. Those songs will start to go places
because you’ll find the vehicle to get them out there. For example, if your
song or a particular set of songs are written so that you can go to nursing
homes to help the elderly feel music and feel alive again for that moment,
then say those songs are written for that. You’ve got your audience. You’re
network for those songs in the nursing homes, the elderly and lonely. You
can obviously move onto bigger concepts than that, right? It’s getting clear
with who you are as a songwriter, as an artist, and why. Your mission: Why
you are doing this? When you’ve been able to create your “I AM” Statement,
then you can say it. Otherwise, you’re just wafting.
A woman who played her song at a seminar told the audience a little bit
about who she was, but there was a moment of not wanting to respond. She
had an opportunity to speak, right then and there. That moment of
hesitation seemed to ask, “Do I grab that opportunity too?” It’s about being
ready. You’ve written down your “I AM” Statement you’ve rehearsed it in
your mirror. You’ve got it posted on your fridge. You’ve got it in your mind.
You’ve got it in your book. You’ll get to know it. It helps you. It’s actually
something that you say over and over and over again, so if you say if over
and over again, you are. That’s it. You are.
*****
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SUCCESS

“You better lose yourself in the music, the moment /
You own it, you better never let it go / You only get
one shot, do not miss your chance to blow / This
opportunity comes once in a lifetime”.
Performed by Eminem. Writer(s): Marshall Mathers, Luis Resto, Jeffrey Bass. © Resto
World Music, Eight Mile Style LLC

As Eminem starts out in his ‘Lose Yourself’ song,
“Look, if you had, one shot, or one opportunity / To
seize everything you ever wanted. In one moment /
Would you capture it, or just let it slip?”
Would you?
Yo… more than a decade ago, actually at the turn of the millennium, I
was sitting in my new apartment in Sherman Oaks, California, looking out
of my new window, surrounded by nothing but boxes of possessions, a few
of my canvases I painted ready to hang, a healing body after a stint in
hospital, a bruised ego, very little money, had just ended a record deal with
a company having not released any album, had just broken up with someone,
unemployed and with no assets.
I did however have a newly rented, albeit cheap, apartment ready for me
to unpack into.
I had a dream.
And a vision.
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In that moment, with practically nothing to show for it, I felt like a
professional, successful Artist and Songwriter. I was ready to burst with
creativity, projects, ideas and action.
I also had written a book. My first, I called ‘I AM A Professional Artist.’
At this time it was unpublished, and just a manuscript. I was also poised to
start my company, Warrior Girl Music, which became one of the first Indie
record companies to use the Internet with innovation.
As a songwriter, do you see yourself as an amateur writer? Or do you see
yourself as a Hit maker? How do you identify the difference? Do you let
others define that for you? Are you guided by an outside notion of success,
to determine if you are a Hit maker? Are you waiting for someone else to
make it happen for you?
I tried that. It didn't work. I knew sitting in that apartment that, after
having a string of unsuccessful "starts" in my life thinking other people were
going to make it happen for me, it was time, and is always time, to make it
happen for myself.
But I knew that I had to not only SEE myself as a professional artist and
Hit making songwriter, but also define success on MY own TERMS. In
other words: you alone need to FEEL like a Hit maker, even before you
write that hit song, let alone receive the commercial acclaim. You have to
own that label: I am a Hit maker. Let me hear you say it:
"I AM a Hit maker!"
Say it out loud, even if no one is in the room with you right now. Come
on! SHOUT IT OUT!
How did that feel?
I've written this before and I'm going to reiterate this point as it's
extremely relevant and important for you to hear. Some say success is all
about fame and fortune. So much of our desires are based on false illusions
about the industry and what we read in glossy magazines. Some believe it's
about how much money you make from your songs. Some believe you are a
Hit maker only if others deem you are (give you that stamp of approval or
label).
For me, success is a life long journey of becoming who

you want to be, and achieving success through what you
love to do. It's about living your dream. It's also about setting goals that
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you alone determine if they have rewarded you rather than what the industry
defines as success. It's about YOU as the 360º songwriter defining success
on YOUR OWN TERMS.
In my travels I have been fortunate, to be invited to speak at music
seminars about this subject, and share my journey. I've recorded seven
albums, hundreds of songs, licensed them to many projects, toured the
world, written books, and shared everything I've learned with the likes of
YOU. And I'm so proud to do that. I write these words before you, feeling
successful in my heart, and I hear it in my music. I sense it when I stand on
stage, and I feel it when I touch someone's heart by inspiring him or her.
And when I do sing, talk, write or paint, one common thread has
occurred in my discussions with artists: motivation. People want to
be motivated - either to start a new path - or - re-energize their current
artistic journey. The music business has, as I've seen and experienced,
created such disillusionment, sadness and discontent, that the joy for actual
creativity dissipates. I constantly emphasize being a self-starter, to be truly
passionate for your artistry, for it’s this passion in the long run that will
provide the only satisfaction, not any materialistic or commercial
goal. Really. You have to just LOVE writing songs for the sakes of writing
them.
Take the time to make it happen, not push and prod,
and listen to the world around us. What’s that saying?
The ultimate
"Wake up and smell the roses!" Yes, one should smell those
ingredient of
roses every day!
a 360º
I have traveled many roads, often deviating in a
songwriter is
seemingly wrong, but probably needed, direction. I guess
it comes down to my impulsiveness. Many decisions I
passion!
have made have been brash and without thinking.
Certainly, they have been great adventures, but not
necessarily adventures that have or will lead me to achieve my goals. I think
many of you will relate.
However, no matter what you set out to accomplish, and no matter what
path you choose, each path can be the right one.
Finding time, creating that balance, avoiding the puddles, staying
motivated to do, and ultimately attaining your goals and achieving success,

is about choice. Choosing to pursue music can be either a natural
inclination or a tough decision, especially when it means that it may take
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several years before you can live financially from the profits gained through
performance and production of your music.
Art is about truth. It's an honest expression of who we are. The cruel
reality is that the business of music is not about music. It's about business .
Business is not an honest expression of who we are, it's only a representation
of ourselves to the world, and not all of that is true and honest.
I used to think that someone else was going to make me famous, bring
me fortune and discover my innate talents. I realized, fifteen years later, that

success is about self-empowerment: making it
happen yourself for yourself.
Learn how to play the game but play by your own rules. I challenge the
industry definition of ‘success’ and believe excellence, success and
achievement is set by us personally, rather than by the so-called ‘industry’
which continually, in our imagination, makes us feel inadequate, failures and
inferior to those who are already deemed ‘successful.’
Are we ever good enough? I say, “YES, gloriously YES.” Let's forget the
norms, the old tired staid views about ‘making it.’ Belief in is the very first
key. Making a change is your choice.
The ultimate ingredient of a 360º songwriter is passion! With selfempowerment, you have to come to a place with yourself where you say,
“You know what? I draw the line. I am a professional.”
Define success on your own terms.
I could have said in my life that I’m not going to be a success until I have
a number one hit on the radio or I have a GRAMMY award or I’m signed
to a major record company. I would have just put my tail between my legs
and gone back to Australia by now.
Instead my idea of success changed, and I defined it to be a pursuit of
excellence, and surrounding myself with people who drive me to be an
excellent artist, and an excellent songwriter. I’ve created my own record
company. I’ve paved my own way. Newsweek Magazine wrote an article
about how I’ve done my own thing. I’ve won awards and accolades. But they
don’t define me, because I’ve created these. I’ve self-published my books
and self-released my six albums. Yes, Six. And I achieved all of this myself.
If someone is going to come along and say, “Where’s your GRAMMY
award or where’s your number one hit?” I’ll respond with the question, what success
criteria are you referring to? What radio station do you listen to that defines it to
be a hit? Why are the Grammys better than a songwriting competition? Why
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is a Clear Channel owned radio station deemed more of a barometer of
success than your local radio station in your hometown? Who is to say which
is better than another? Who are they to judge my success over how I deem
it for myself?
Success may mean something different to you then others, and so
it should. Let not one’s notion of success deter yours.
You might need to diversify your talents, and work in a day job. You
might be making money from a variety of avenues, and not so much from
the song. Making money just from your songs doesn’t define business
success, especially these days when the music business has taken such a
financial hit (and I’m not talking about ‘hit song’ here). Clearly Beyonce and
Jennifer Lopez have diversified into fashion and perfumes for this very
reason.
Money is an energy. As soon as you make it, you’ll spend it. It’s supposed
to go around. So do not let money be your determining factor for success.
In the music business, success has always been equated with a level of
success. But what is actual success? Is it measured by what others think of
us? Do we have to reach a certain echelon set by our peers, before society,
before we become successful? Is winning a Grammy Award the proof of
success?
It must come from within. It must embody your measurement of success.
Perhaps, if we see that our goals have been realized, we can then say, “Yes, I
have succeeded!”
Sometimes by setting small achievable goals along the way we can then
see the achievement. If we long for that burning, pie in the sky goal, we may
never attain that or perhaps it’s a long way down the road. Does that mean
we haven’t been successful until that moment of achievement? What
happens in the meantime?
It’s how you see yourself and your songs, and how you truly measure
your achievements that will answer these questions for you. Only you can
answer them. Don't wait for others to answer them for you.
Seek no one else’s approval but your own.
To succeed, spend more time investing into your own growth and
progress, rather than winning the approval of others. That is such a waste of
invaluable time.
You could spend your entire life investing time in trying to impress
others. That's wasted energy. You have to do your music for you. No one
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else. If success comes in ways you or anybody else hadn't thought it would
(which is usually the case, for our outcomes are rarely how we plan,) then
that is what is right for you. Just because you see the Eminems and Taylor
Swifts of the world selling records, getting airplay and so forth, it doesn't
mean that they are any more successful than you.
What is success to you? It’s not all about fame and fortune, or other’s
definitions. Perhaps it’s simply about happiness and joy, personal fulfillment,
progress (it’s not about the end result) and personal excellence.
Don’t fear anything.
Be persistent.
Have drive, commitment, focus, energy and.... PASSION.
A great way of defining your success patterns is to write down your
achievements. Go back within just this last year and write down all the
accomplishments you have achieved. Then go back the last five years, then
ten, then back to your childhood.
Then, draw a straight line forward and plot down the stepping-stones
you’d like to target along your way to the future. Consider these bus stops.
This will help you define your true goals, both personal and professional.
Note that your direct line really takes on a zigzag course. Nothing will be
straight ahead. Expect deviation to your course and be encouraged that this
journey is what life is all about!
While you may put a goal in place and even a direction, don't get
dismayed when you find yourself running down a different track. Life is like
that. Many people are afraid to change for fear that they will be seen as
copping out. Many people have incredibly high expectations, which just
leads to discontent. Move with the times. Follow your instinct. We are not
destined to run a straight course, for then we will never experience what we
need to experience. Remember though, that if an avenue is not working for
you, don't beat a dead horse. Press on. Learn to nurture all your gifts for
success may come to you in many disguises.
We may not know our direction all the time, but if we listen to our
thoughts and heed them, we can only move forward. If we think high, there
is no doubt of success, whatever that may be defined for you.
If you accept absolute responsibility for your life and your success, you
will become the person you truly want to become. You will become the 360º
Songwriter.
It’s not luck, nor in the stars, nor happening by circumstance, this life of
yours. You can’t blame the economy, the weather or a dead end job. It’s all
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you. You are responsible for who you are. It’s
funny too that only the self-proclaimed
successful people will be the ones that take
responsibility. They know it is self-made.

If you accept absolute
responsibility for your
life and your success,
you will become the
person you truly want
to become. You will
become the 360º
Songwriter.

The U.S newspaper, ‘Investor’s Business Daily’,
print on the Leaders & Success page the ‘IBD’S
10 SECRETS TO SUCCESS’. The editor and
writers spent years analyzing leaders and
successful people in all walks of life. Most have
10 traits that, when combined, have the power to transform dreams into
reality. I’d love to share them with you:
HOW YOU THINK IS EVERYTHING: Always be positive. Think
success, not failure. Beware of a negative environment.
DECIDE UPON YOUR TRUE DREAMS AND GOALS: Write down
your specific goals and develop a plan to reach them.
TAKE ACTION: Goals are nothing without action. Don’t be afraid to
get started. Just do it.
NEVER STOP LEARNING: Go back to school or read books. Get
training and acquire skills.
BE PERSISTENT AND WORK HARD: Success is a marathon, not a
sprint. Never give up.

LEARN TO ANALYSE DETAILS: Get all the facts, all the input. Learn
from your mistakes.
FOCUS YOUR TIME AND MONEY: Don’t let other people or things
distract you.
DON’T BE AFRAID TO INNOVATE; BE DIFFERENT: Following
the herd is a sure way to mediocrity.
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DEAL AND COMMUNICATE WITH PEOPLE EFFECTIVELY:
No person is an island. Learn to understand and motivate others.
BE HONEST AND DEPENDABLE; TAKE RESPONSIBILITY:
Otherwise, Numbers 1-9 won’t matter.”
OMG, it’s the daily habit of a 360º Songwriter. Don’t you feel your heart
emanating fire?!
My secrets to success are:
1. Define success as a personal outcome, not measured by what
others think.
2. Watch and be surrounded by successful people - those you deem
in your eyes, for all the good and righteous reasons to be
successful. By observing them you are closer to understanding and
touching success yourself.
3. Enjoy the process - If you're hooked only on the goal, the end
result, you are going to be miserable. If you enjoy the process, and
love what you are doing, that is success in itself. Life (and Art) is
a journey. If you don't ‘make it’ by a certain date, don't be
disheartened. We are all works in progress. Life is a step-by-step
process. Enjoy the process for it is in the steps that you will
ultimately find true happiness in what you are doing. Besides, we
are here today, not for some unknown time tomorrow. You never
know where you’ll be! It’s not going to happen in one day. Enjoy
the ride.
4. Focus on your strengths - Do what you do best and don't get
distracted. Narrow down your scope to really harness your talents.
Luciano Pavarotti's dad to little Luce would say, “Deve scheliere”.
(You must choose). Choose one chair, for if you try and sit on
two, you will only fall between the cracks. Stop doing everything
you are mediocre at or that you don't enjoy with a passion. If you
are feeling burned out by an activity you do, it's probably not your
strength.
5. Persevere and be conscientious at what you do - Know your
mission, and work towards your goals. Take one step at a time and
be diligent about it. Use all that you’ve learned about being a good
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businessperson whilst striving for personal, Artistic excellence. Go
for it, no matter what. Pursue it to excess. Then you will excel.
Think about it, write about it, do it, talk about it, live it, be it.
Success is a steady, conscientious effort towards progress. Be
responsible and endow your perseverance and efforts. When you
are in control, you will find it much harder to give up.
6. Endow it - To be successful you must position yourself as already
successful. Become who you want to be by living your life the way
you see it in the future. Be confident, be optimistic, be organized
and await the opportunities.
7. Relinquish - Sometimes by giving up to the will of Heaven,
relinquishing strategy and relying on synchronicity. Sometimes the
less effort creates more achievement. Listen to your intuition and
your heart. They will guide you.

Enjoy the journey!
*****

Success is a
journey, not a
destination
- H. Tom Collard
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“You better think (Think), Think about what you're
tryin' to do to me / Yeah, think (Think, think), Let
your mind go let yourself be free / People walkin'
around everyday, Playin' games and takin' scores /
Tryin' to make other people lose their minds, Well be
careful you don't lose yours / You better think
(Think), Think about what you're tryin' to do to me /
Yeah, think (Think, think), Let your mind go let
yourself be free”
- Performed by Aretha Franklin. Songwriters Aretha Franklin, Ted White. Published
by © Fourteenth Hour Music, Inc, Springtime Music Inc.

The most important business ingredient in being a 360º Songwriter is
building relationships.
Why do we market ourselves? Why do we network? Why do we pitch
our songs?
In order to build relationships.
Relationships are at the crux of ALL the success of any songwriter.
Without others, you and your song may simply sit in your living room
enjoying your own exclusive love affair.
If you were to ask a well-known songwriter how they ‘made it’ they will
in some form or fashion say it comes down to the RELATIONSHIPS they
built, the people they met, the project or opportunity that happened between
them and someone else.
The crux of it all is how you develop your talent with relationships.
You might be a great songwriter, but disastrous at nurturing your contacts
and network. You might sing superbly on stage, but lack the knack to not
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only be able to talk about yourself (promote yourself) but even have a
general, healthy business conversation. The 360º Songwriter learns to
develop their relationship, networking and marketing skills. You need to
have a gift of the gab, and know exactly what to say, why, how and when.
It can be a daunting skill to develop, because we often want to stay insular
and just write our songs. But the more we cultivate our

relationship building skills, the faster our songs get into
the hands of the tastemakers.
The reality of the business is that it’s tough! Have you asked yourself
these questions?
How do you get your stuff out there?
How do you get anyone to listen to your music?
How do you get anyone to care about what you do and who you are?
You’ve always got to find and put some new spin on it.
How do you get that person to listen to you?
How do you know which person you’re supposed to have in your life to
listen to you? That is really, really tough to think about!
How am I going to make money in the business?
Who do I need to know to make money in the business?
The reality of the new marketplace is changing. Sadly, the Internet, while
an effective avenue to help us get our music out there, has devalued music
so much.
There are many articles about the devaluing of music, and how streaming
(iHeart Radio, Pandora) doesn’t pay what you think it does (very little in
fact), let alone the whole notion and issue of illegal music downloads which
began in Napster days. We’ve got to figure out a way to be paid for our
songs.
I moderated a panel about composing for visuals and interactive at the
Sync Summit Santa Monica conference, and one of the panelists, Kristen
Agee (411 Music Group) had this to say:
“Don’t give away your music for free. Always license your songs for a fee. Don’t
devalue yourself”.
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It can be hard to strike bargain sometimes because you may be given an
opportunity to sync one of your songs in a TV show or a film, but they won’t
pay or can’t afford to pay a sync fee.
So where is the responsibility? If more songwriters respond with, “no, I
deserve to be paid”, then more songwriters will get paid across the board
because we stand up for ourselves in a united manner. Likewise, it would be
nice if all music supervisors, as well as directors/producers/networks
AGREED to pay all songwriters and composers, not just famous ones.
Everyone deserves to be paid.
There’s a fine line to balance, because you may want to build a new
relationship. Dinesh Wicks (Composer and Creative Director of The DA’s
Office) says,
“I will sometimes, rarely, compose for free. But they know that next time I won’t. It’s
all about relationship building.”
So it can feel like it’s a struggle. It might feel like that you’re in your living
room with your beautiful song, and you consider, “How do I get out there? How
can I get someone to care about my song and make a living from it?”
We may also think that there are very little or few opportunities. How do
we find these opportunities? How do we just get out of our house?
Sometimes we feel like we can’t because it feels so tough.
That is why being a ‘360º Songwriter’ is so important. As I wrote in an
earlier chapter, when you’re writing a song, you’ve got to see it like you are
Superman or Supergirl flying around the world. So imagine yourself flying
around the planet. You see the world, which is your song, as this living
organism, and you’re constantly going around it and around it and around
it, so you’re seeing it at a 360-degree angle. All around it.
You’re writing the song. It feels beautiful, and you’re writing it to be the
greatest song it could possibly be. You’re thinking about production. You’re
also thinking about how you’re going to deliver it. Is it going to be on a CD,
an MP3? Is it going to be live? Is it going to be just a demo to pitch? Is it
going to be an artist release? You’re thinking about “where I want to go with
this song,” and then you’re also thinking about all the avenues that you could
be getting this song out, as well as your entire catalog, because it’s not just
about the song. It’s about you…you as the songwriter.
And that is where networking is really critical as a ‘360º

songwriter’.
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You are so knowledgeable about the avenues and people that this song
needs to be heard by, that you target the right people to get to hear it.
Networking
The concepts of self-promotion’ and marketing seem to be a given for
Artists to get out there, but how can songwriters get themselves known,
build their network, and make a successful career with their songs? I will
give you the ingredients to jumpstart your
networking skills and you’ll learn why it’s
important. If you’re not a songwriter, but
The time is NOW
working in the music business as either a
to get outside of
musician, artist or music biz exec, these tips and
your box, and get
tools will be equally beneficial. I also have an
into people’s faces.
online video course that you can take called ‘How
Songwriters Can Network and Why It’s Important’ at
www.thecreativewarrioracademy.com, if you are
interested in developing a deeper understanding.
Back in the ‘90s (does anyone remember that?!), the word ‘networking’
had a bad, negative connotation. If you were ‘networking’ it seemed to be a
way to swap business cards and be a very me, me, me mindset (What can
you do for me?). I’ve spun it around – you’ll discover how we really should
network and what the strategy is in building your network in a new, cool
way.
The time is NOW to get outside of your box, and get into people’s faces.
I’ve always been a songwriter, and I’ve always cared about songwriters. I
believe in the songwriter as the vehicle for music, but more importantly, the
beginning of anything to do with the music industry. Without the songwriter,
there is no music industry.
Recording artists, or performing artists generally understand that you
need to market yourself, that you need to get out there to meet people and
that you need to find avenues, because you’re releasing an album. You are
putting on shows. You’re going on tour. There’s a definable product so to
speak as an artist. But as a songwriter, it’s often cloudy.
What are we really marketing? Is it 'me'? Is it my catalog of songs? Is it
just one song? What is it? And so, when I meet just songwriters who may
not perform, I say, “What are you doing to get your songs out there?”
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“Well, I’m writing a lot.”
But that doesn’t answer my question. “Do you have a card? Do you have
a website? Do you have such and such to showcase?”
“Well, not really. I’m working on it.”
“Well, I don’t know if I need to do a website. I’m a songwriter.”
So these are the initial responses I get. It makes me think there may be a
dis-connect with songwriters in understanding that they need to market
themselves.
On the other hand, songwriters have always been very good at
networking. Songwriters are sometimes much better networkers than
singers and artists, who are releasing albums. Songwriters have always had
to find people to get their songs out. Whether you sign with a publisher,
whether you create your own publishing company, you go out and hustle.
Whether you go to events and specific networking gatherings, whether you
meet people who can pitch or license your song, that’s the world of
networking.
Networking, by the way, has a kind of a dirty word to it. The term
‘networking’ was very big in the late ‘90s. “Gotta go network!” – You’d pass
along your business cards, discover who can do what for you, and then
schmooze! I never really liked this word, ‘networking’, but now I think it’s a
good time to really think about that word and what it means to you, in a
positive way.
Networking. Let’s look at that word for a moment. Networking is
maximizing your connections. Your network is made up of people, so
how you maximize on the people you know, and the talents that they have
is at the heart of this. Networking becomes a negative thing when you just
do it only to satisfy the desire for personal gain (all about you.) If you just
want to give your business card or your CD away, or try and pitch a product,
you’re just promoting yourself. That’s not networking.
Networking relies on a two-way exchange.
I give you something, and concurrently you give
something to me. It could be just a smile, but it could
be a job, or it could be that I give you something of
value and you giving me something of value. The
simplicity of networking is that is can be as easy as
going to the bar, having something to drink, and
talking about what we do in our lives, and often it’s minor chit chat... a
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conversation. Just getting to know each other. What you do with that
exchange is what’s going to be the value.
If you decide to say, “I’m a singer/songwriter. I’m recording an album, and here’s
my album,” then you’re not utilizing what networking is. First of all, you’re
misunderstanding who the other person is and what your value to him/her
is, but you are not even taking into consideration what they might need.
Open your ears up and respond instead with,
“How can I help you?”, or
“What do you do?” or
“Tell me a little bit about yourself.”
Let them have their exchange back to you. Keep in mind how you might
be able to help them first. That’s the simple, what I believe is a more holistic,
networking approach.
Networking is when you get outside your living room and have an ‘energy
exchange’ with people. As a 360º Songwriter, networking will become
your daily habit.
Your take away: There are some key tactical networking decisions you
can make to ensure a steady path in business success. You don’t have to do
this (believe me, I’ve certainly been one to travel the path least traveled and
go DIY), but it may certainly help if you have the opportunity to do so.
1. Co-write as much as you can. No matter who, big or small, cowrite. You learn from this experience as you get new ideas on
approaching songwriting. You never know who will be the next big
cheese and it may be your co-writer that you hang out with and write
on a Saturday morning. Also two (or three) forces are better than
one. If all of you are marketing and pitching your song, you have a
higher chance of success.
2. Build circles of influence. Try and get involved in writing circles,
or pitching circles. Attend music supervisor networking nights, or
songwriting workshops, and meet other writers and the business.
Create songwriting circles to collaborate and co-write, or even pitch
songs together. Create several circles with different people in them.
The more circles you create, the more your songs will get into the
right hands.
3. Build your reputation and law of attraction. I’ll discuss branding
and marketing next, but this aspect is actually quite important. As the
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360º Songwriter, you want to attract the business to you more often
than you go hunting for opportunities. As you build your reputation
in various circles, more opportunities will just start flying at you.
Increase the awareness about you, and your phone will start ringing
with more opportunities for you and your song.
Marketing
Let’s take a look at this often mis-understood term.
In order for you to get out there as an artist, you will need to have figured
out by now that you it’s critical to be clear as to exactly who you are,
and understand what you are marketing.
What are you marketing?
You’re marketing yourself as a songwriter first, or as a
singer/songwriter, or even producer. But know what you’re marketing.
YOU.
Marketing is simply selling or promoting your product (you or your song)
to a given market: and audience. Understanding marketing means
understanding your audience. Who needs to listen to your song? Is it a fan
who buys your song or listens in a venue? A music supervisor? A film
director? Knowing who your audience is for
your song or catalog of songs is the first step in
grasping how to do marketing.
Marketing is
You also define your products. What is
simply selling or
your product? Is it your song? Is it your entire
promoting your
catalog of songs? Is it an album? Or, is it you, the
product (you or
songwriter? Your products the tentacles of you
your song) to a
(Yes! Imagine yourself as an octopus!)
given market: and
If you are marketing yourself, start to get
audience..
clear with who you are as the marketed entity.
What are you marketing? Your writing skills?
Your production skills? The singer and the
songwriter? Or perhaps you’re a great top line writer. Or you may be a great
lyricist co-writer. Whatever that is, there are all different opportunities in the
business for a songwriter to market. There are so many different and
amazing opportunities. So, define what those products are that you are
marketing.
Then, define your audience: Who are your fans? Who do you sell to?
Is it a nursing home, music for kids, or a TV shows for all the pop songs
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that you write? Or perhaps it’s filmmakers who will enjoy your dark and
gruesome songs. Identify specifically what is your market. What is your
audience?
Once you define this aspect, then you need to develop a plan of attack.
What am I going to do to let them know that I’m here? There’s a whole mess
of marketing that we’re going to investigate. You want to be able to define
how people can find you. Networking is a two-way exchange, and they
need to find you by some means.
If you come up to me and say, “Hi! My name is…. I am a…” Give me your
“I AM” Statement and then I go, “Hey! How do I contact you?” You want to
have the marketing tools ready to go. You want maybe a business card
or a flyer. Or if it’s a CD, it’s probably labeled, so I can find you, but in the
modern, global marketplace you require a website. You do! Even just as a
songwriter/composer, you want to have a website.
I have clients I coach from all around the world who are artists, or
songwriters. One of them is well known. I am not at liberty to identify him.
He’s very, very professional. He did not have a website. At his level, he was
still trying to find more opportunities for networking and how to get out
there. Originally it was word of mouth, but the business has changed and
the mouths have changed. Different people in the biz, and he was like, “How
do I get back out there again? I’m really known, but it’s kind of a whole new generation.
I need to keep going.”
The first thing we did for him was to build a website, because the
website is your portal.
So,

1. Build a Website. Don’t just rely on Facebook, Twitter,

Instagram and other social media platforms. They are fun, social network
building and supportive. But they act as tentacles to your home base, that
you control, own and showcase your true brand. Have your website
established as home base so the audience can search, find and come to you.
The first thing on your website should have your “I AM” Statement. I
am a… Or he/she is a… The buyer…it’s got to be like defining what we
were talking about, that clarity that you’ve discovered about yourself, who
you are as a songwriter. You’ve clarified that tangent, and it’s on your
website.
What’s unique about the songwriter website versus an artist website, is
the songwriter, hopefully, is much more diversified. You can do many
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different things. You are, naturally, a 360º Songwriter. You have the
tentacles. All the things that you can do are outlined. You write in different
ways. You may have a production page. You might have a listening page.
You could talk about the songs that you licensed for film and television. You
can talk about the albums you released, or the different bands you are in.
You mention the projects that you do, the corporate events that you perform
at. You outline your different projects. You can be all of these, but it’s all
very succinct on your website. You have your tools of trade that talk about
your product, which is either you or your actual songs or catalog or things
that you do and talents that you have.

2. Get Social.
What’s the first thing we all log into every day? Facebook.
Welcome to our new place for networking. It is what I call the online
pub or your online bar. You step whenever you want to and you can start
the exchange.
The social networks, the various networks online, are your community.
You build your community. You’ve got your friend there. You’ve got your
extended friends, and you’ve got your fans. I try and separate some of them.
My fans I drive to my page. Whereas the friends or individuals I’ve met
before, becomes my ‘friend; on Facebook. This is networking.
Twitter is the same. It has a unique community. You can re-tweet
people’s tweets, and thus become involved in a thread of communications.
Communication is where it’s at. You don’t have to get out of your pajamas.
You can literally be writing your songs and hopping online, and doing things
online.
LinkedIn is efficient also. Why is LinkedIn good and different? Do you
know?
It is more business-oriented. If you do not have a LinkedIn profile, start
a LinkedIn profile to do the business networking. Make sure your title, your
tag line, has something to do with your “I AM” Statement: that key
ingredient. What do you want people to know about you, even if it’s not you,
yet?
My philosophy is ‘who you want to become is who you are now’. Start
saying that now, and people will start to come to you because of that person.
You’ve got to set the table. You’ve got to give yourself permission to be that
person.
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Your LinkedIn profile should be focused to the songwriting and the
music and anything to do with organizing your music too, even your
marketing abilities. Keep it focused, relevant to that title that you’ve put
there.
So online, there are also groups that you can join, designed specifically
for songwriters. I am going to promote one that I’ve been running for 17
years as a philanthropist, which is Songsalive.org. It is a songwriters’
organization. First level membership is free. If you want to upgrade to the
paid membership the funds contribute to building the programs for
songwriters, and what’s cool about it is it’s a songwriters’ dynamic and
unique kind of Facebook.
Members interact with other songwriters, composers, music makers, and
music business, have an individual profile, upload songs, promote, connect,
exchange with people from all around the world.
Meetup.com is another for offline events. It provides the opportunity to
join groups. That’s an online place to start, joining groups. You want to
attend an event, if it’s not in person, so consider online seminars as well.
There’s ‘Google+ Hangouts’. There are some great events online now.
If you’ve have a Google account, you can join Google+. It’s another social
network, but it’s also got this feed where there are video hangouts and an
area where you can interact and create your own groups online.
You want to investigate and find these places to visit online, especially if
you feel isolated. You may live on a mountain in the middle of nowhere,
similar to where I grew up in Australia. Although there was no Internet
during that time. I wish there had been. I would have never have needed to
hop on a plane and reach far destinations to connect.
You want to dedicate, as part of your daily habit, utilizing that time, not
just to fool around on Facebook, but also to think strategically. If you’re
going to post on Facebook, don’t just do a “me, me, me post like, “Hey!
Listen to my music!” That’s not an exchange. Remember, networking is an
exchange.
You want to start a conversation, and you want to feel like people are
engaged, because you’re giving them something in return. They’re getting
that emotion. They’re getting that feeling. “Hey! If you’ve got a child who’s five
months old and colicky, I’ve got a song for you. It’s called, “Don’t Wake Up in the
Middle of the Night.” You want to start to consider and understand who’s
listening.
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Don’t just use it as a promoting vehicle. It’s not that, and people turn off
very quickly. Remember it’s for relationship building.
Use the 80/20 rule: 80% social, 20% you.
Instagram - It’s fun. It’s good. Every teenager uses it. They rarely use
anything else. So if you want to tap into that audience, you want to explore
Instagram. Instagram is youth-orientated. Facebook is for an older
demographic.
YouTube is not networking when you’re simply posting videos. Use it as
a marketing tool. Add imagery to your songs. You don’t have to actually
make expensive music videos. You can use one or several photos (even stock
photos) that people watch while listening to your song. Or you can offer
your lyrics scrolling, while people listen. There are so many choices. Your
songs may have a visual aspect, which helps sell them. Aim for at least two
to four videos on YouTube. If you are ambitious, create a channel that
attracts subscribers, and fans that “like” and comment, which builds
community. From this you may attract so many subscribers, that you start
making money from advertising revenue share with YouTube and/or be
discovered by the people you need to propel your songs to the next level.
This is how Justin Bieber was discovered.
I enjoy Tumblr. Tumblr is an online blog. I established an account on
Tumblr when they first came online, before Yahoo bought them. Now, it’s
THE blog site. (Tip: try and get involved in sites before everyone else does.
Be ahead of the curve.) Tumblr is powerful. It provides the opportunity to
write posts, add a video, a song, a link, a picture or write down a story. It
allows whatever you wish to conceive and contribute. Then others can retumble it. This is similar the Twitter paradigm. It’s like a creative Twitter
environment, and you are able to interact more fluidly, and integrate with a
complex, vibrant community online.
Investigate and use all these online places. I haven’t even tapped into
the power of them all. Others include Reverbnation, Sonicbids, Broadjam,
Taxi, yahoogroups, Film Music Network Music2Deal, just to name a few.
And no doubt after this book has been printed, distributed and read a few
thousand times, many more will have been established.
So, with all this information you might be feeling, “Oh, do I have to do all
these things!”
No, you don’t. Just pick and choose a few, but be constant. Be in the
community. Be out there. Be in the world. Make it part of your daily habit.
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3. Have promotional materials
Have a business card or flyer at the ready, to hand out to prospects.
Further, always have music handy. I don’t care what people say about the
demise of CDs or tangible music listening products – always have
SOMETHING someone can walk away with. If you’re not going to give a
CD, then at least have a flyer or a download card to provide. A download
card is a small business card size flyer that provides a download key to grab
your song(s) from the internet. Giving that, or a flyer to a link to download
or stream your music is crucial.

Your take aways:

Those social networking practices are relationships. So too you should
be getting out to real places. Go to other music shows, songwriter showcases
or networking events to meet other songwriters, to meet the host of the
showcase, to find out if there are opportunities for you. Explore the fan base
you are marketing to. If we choose to market our songs to Bruno Mars’ fan
base and those kinds of artists, it’s important to get to know that world. They
might go to certain places that open at 2 AM, and dance until 5 AM.
Join groups and associations that might help you meet new people. Some
that I recommend for songwriters with excellent events are Songsalive.org
(I’m biased, however it’s uniquely global), NSAI (Nashville Songwriters
Association), NARIP (The National Association of Recording Industry
Professionals), TAXI.com (which hosts a wonderful Los Angeles
songwriting conference called the Road Rally each year), SyncSummit.com
(global events to meet music supervisors and publishers), TheSongNet.org
(LA-based), the California Copyright Council - ccc.org. (Host special
seminars about specific songwriting, copyright or publishing info).
Make sure you are a voting member of The Recording Academy (The
Grammy Awards). You can only win a Grammy if you are a voting member.
Also, you meet lots of people in their events, and helping to vote for other
amazing artists and songwriters along the way to your own success (pay it
forward.)
Nearly every capital city in every State has a songwriting association;
Atlanta’s Songwriters by Claire Pearson, Arizona Songwriters, West Coast
Songwriters, and if you happen to be in Denmark, there are close to fifty
songwriter associations in just one city!
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The important point to remember is that there are many places for
songwriters to gather, learn, build relationships and shine. Seek them out.
While you might be attending and sitting in on these classes and panels,
I would hope that your biggest effort would be to develop relationships with
each other. You may think, “Why should you know another songwriter? I’m
competing against a songwriter”. It’s sometimes our first thought. “I’m better, so
listen to my CD first! Not hers.”
However, there’s room at the top for everyone ,
and you are distinctive, and different to that other person, as we just clarified
earlier when you developed your “I AM” Statement. Once you’ve given
yourself permission to be unique, comfortable in your own identity and with
your own brand, you’ll understand that the person next to you might be the
best person that you need in your whole life. You don’t know unless you are
open.
Your industry is not out there. It’s us. We are the industry.
I call it “DIT – Do It Together” (not DIY).
My friend Jimi Yamagishi, president of TheSonget.org, calls it
“coopetition.”
We have to cooperate with each other, even though we are competing
for the same thing. For example, I might pitch a song to somebody for a
movie. They go, “Wow, Jimi, that’s a great song, but we need a black female.” “Well
gee, I don’t think I’m quite that.” And I know someone who fits that description,
so I get in touch. And now, all of a sudden, I’ve got this connection. I bring
her into the picture. We make this thing happen together. Not only now do
I have a great friend, but also I’ve made that connection. I’ve helped that
person make their movie track debut, and they’re going to come back to me
saying, “You made that happen. I want to keep working with you because I know that
you deliver.”
Co-writing is an awesome collaboration experience. Before you start
co-writing, you might be alone where you like to create your songs alone.
But co-writing may be another opportunity for both of you. When one
person knows somebody, and they pitch it and cut it, you’re both getting the
benefit.
It’s always better in groups, or in collaboration. You can improve on
working in isolation, when you’re trying to do something. That’s why you
want to build a team. You might meet people that have the skills to help
build a team for you at an event, a seminar or a gig. I met someone recently
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at Starbucks who, like me has twins. All of a sudden this woman just came
by and said, “Hi. I’m a mother of twins.” We exchanged numbers, and now,
we’re all talking about play dates and more opportunities
In essence, what I’m saying is there’s this whole energy of connecting
with like-minded people that will be valuable for you.
Consider networking at film events. In Hollywood there is the AFI (the
American Film Institute.) Imagine yourself in a room with hungry
filmmakers needing music, and you’re the only songwriter schmoozing with
them. Who’s in demand now?
If your goal is to get your songs in film and TV, obviously you want to
network in that world. There are other places where you can pitch your
songs to films and TV, and go through the screening process. But if you are
able to go directly to the source, do it! Film Festivals are also a great place
to build relationships. Go to the Sundance Film Festival in Park City, Utah.
The organizers are really receptive to musicians and songwriters to attend.
In fact there is a music festival that happens at the same time. I went to
Sundance five years in a row. I loved it, because I would go up to filmmakers,
and say, “I’m a songwriter,” and again, I’d hear, “Oh my god! That’s so exciting!”
You become the big fish in that pond.
Independent film making groups and film schools are also receptive to
hearing from songwriters.

There are so many and varied opportunities to
network. The importance is to know that you need to do
it and that you need to brand yourself in a way, market
yourself in a way that you are clear who you are and what
you want, and you put it out to the world.
So put it out to the world, tastefully through your marketing tools, and
then you go. Step out there, and when you’re ready to meet someone in the
elevator, and deliver the “elevator pitch.” You can say, “I AM a…” but do
not forget that it’s about relationship. Give and take. It’s about the exchange.
*****
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“It's been a hard day's night, and I'd been working
like a dog / It's been a hard day's night, I should be
sleeping like a log / But when I get home to you I find
the things that you do / Will make me feel alright”
Writer(s): Paul Mccartney, John Lennon. Copyright: Sony/ATV Tunes LLC

Above all else - become a member of a ‘PRO’ – A Performance Rights
Organization. I am always stunned by the number of songwriters I've met,
who attend music conferences or are a member of Songsalive! (I.E. actively
pursuing their music career as a business) who are NOT members of a PRO.
It's akin to shooting yourself in the foot! A PRO effectively represent you
and the copyright of your song for all performance rights usages of your
songs in all territories, across the world. Without membership of a PRO
(and you can only choose one), you will not be paid for your songs
play or usage on radio, television, over the Internet, or anywhere there
is performance rights usage of compositions. There is no feasible reason
why you shouldn't join a PRO.
Everywhere in the world, except the U.S.A., there is only one PRO per
country, and individuals are free to join as a writer member. In the States,
there are three to choose from: Ascap, BMI and Sesac. You should research
their sites and ask other songwriters before choosing one. They are all similar
organizations, though one is non-profit while the other two aren't. However
they all serve the task of collecting royalties, which is in your favor, so please
join one. (In Australia it is APRA, which I remain a loyal member even living
in the States. Canada has SOCAN. UK is PRS. Denmark is KODA. Every
country has at least one. There’s a full list of on Wikipedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Performance_rights_organisation)
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Let's take a quick scenario as to how they facilitate financial returns when
placing a song in a TV show or TV film. Your song, "Beautiful Day" gets
licensed to a CBS movie of the week (for those outside the U.S., CBS is a
major network, with one of the highest ratings, so placing on song on a show
on CBS is up there in royalty potential). As a member of a PRO, the ONLY
way you could get royalties (and this is beyond the front end fees you might
get ... more on the breakdown later) is through the PRO. That is, the PRO
pays the SONGWRITER the money from the TV network. The producer
of the TV show MUST submit a CUE SHEET to the TV Network, which
MUST in turn submit that CUE SHEET to the PRO, who in turn pays the
songwriter. So, you have to be a member of a PRO. Period.

Consider having your own publishing company or find an
administrative publisher - It can get a little confusing and complicated

trying to keep yourself and your songs organized and represented. Gone are
the days where you found a publisher to do all your work (although I totally
respect you if you do). If you wish to be independent (DIY), you may
consider setting up your own publishing company, or having an
administrative publisher, to ensure your publishing share is taken care of.
Contact your PRO directly to set up a publishing company. They will ask
you to search available names, and then once you’re set up with them, you
would also want to set up a business under that name. Search the Internet
for websites, (as well as your State and local chamber of commerce/city
business license office, etc. so you know the name is not licensed to another
entity or individual, before you contact the PRO. Do your homework in
your city as to how you go about all this.
Your PRO will provide guidance also. If you want an admin’ publisher,
they may prove useful and ensure that you retain most of the percentage. In
an ordinary publishing agreement situation, you may be giving away 50% or
more of your publishing share (sometimes 100%), whereas admin’
publishers take anywhere from 5% to 30%. The difference is admin’
publishers will generally just collect royalties on your behalf, and organizing
your songs with your PRO.
Rarely do they pitch and find opportunities for you, but some do. They
organize your licensing and contractual agreements when the job comes in
for you. Ultimately you want to consult your PRO, a lawyer, and other
songwriters as to the best course of action.
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GET SYNCED!
If you are the sole singer/songwriter (the
songwriter who performed the song and owns
the master recording), you are in a fabulous
The licensing world
position to be the puppeteer in music licensing.
is now not only
One of the most significant ‘play’ grounds
accessible by
for songwriters to truly create revenue from
independent artists
their music, promote their music, and access
& songwriters, but
directly, has become the music Licensing world,
has become the
i.e. songs in films, television, advertising (TV and
largest marketing
online), games and other new media popping up
avenue for artists.
like crazy. Formerly a closed and secular
business, delegated to only major music
publishers, this arena is now not only accessible by independent artists and
songwriters, but has become the largest marketing avenue for artists (Indie
AND Major). Why? My theory is two-fold:
The demise of the music retail business (CD Stores) and an increase in
internet marketing has caused Artists and Labels alike to look further afield
to market music and build revenue streams.

Placing songs in Films and TV Shows is a natural fit

(as it has always been since the silver screen began). Let's face it; they still
pay. It has become harder and harder to see money from CD sales, and quite
frankly, it is still a little early to see how Internet downloads will create true,
valuable revenue. Whereas landing a song in a TV show, or Game, may
garner 500 times more profit in one deal. 70c-99c download revenue per
song, and maybe a CD sale of $8 versus, $500-$50,000 for an average
upfront license fee and royalties for a song in Media. Which arena would
you spend your time on more?
As the landscape and opportunity for Songwriters to run their own
business affairs has increased (instead of waiting and hoping for a Label to
sign them), music supervisors for Films and TV Shows have equally become
excited to use Indie songs in their projects, versus spending the big bucks
on going through a Major Label or Publisher. Not only is it cheaper ($5,000
to perhaps $50,000 for a major label Artist's song, versus $0 to $1000 for an
Indie Artist's song), but it’s also easier to clear the song from an Indie. Major
Label Artists’ songs are usually tied up in red tape: Clearing a song through
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a Major Publisher (or several) can take months, let alone trying to clear the
use of the Master by a famous Major Label artist. Whereas clearing an Indie
Artist's song (which they most probably own, publish, wrote, recorded and
released themselves) could take 24 hours or less. These represent enticing
incentives for Film and TV to use Indie songs.
The downside is that unfortunately, a music budget is sometimes the last
to be allocated in Films and TV shows, and so even though the film producer
or director may want a cool famous Artist/songwriters song, they may not
be able to afford it by the time music is thought of. So they look for soundalike songs and that's where you can profit greatly.

DON’T BE INTIMIDATED
They are individuals with the same goal as us > great music in media. So,
who are ‘they’? Who is in charge of putting music in films or TV shows?
‘They’ can refer to several people, but usually the person that will ultimately
communicate and negotiate with you is the ‘music supervisor’, or music
publisher, or a library. Mostly, these people love music, just like
you. That’s why they chose this business. They want to hear great songs,
and are going to work just as you are. Know what their intentions and needs
are before reaching out, and remember: they are just people.

GET YOUR DUCKS IN A ROW

The 5 Ps - Proper preparation prevents poor performance - Before

you start knocking on doors, you need to know what you are doing, about
the licensing business, and get yourself organized. My father used to say to
me as a kid, "Gilli, PPPPP. Proper preparation prevents poor performance." The first
thing I recommend is to ask yourself: WHY - am I doing this? What will I
get by pursuing this field? Is it for money? For glory? For exposure? What?
This will help you refine your focus. WHAT do I need to do in order start
licensing? What do I need to know? WHO do I need to contact? Who is my
target? Who will want to hear my songs? People I know? People I don't
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know? WHERE do I need to go to do this? Research? Network?
Communicate? HOW do I go about this? Online and e-mails? Industry
networking events?

Organize your song catalog - Get your songs in an organized format,

whether on an Office Excel document, or even a Google Doc. An electronic
file is handy, with rows and columns for each piece of information about
that song. It's also useful to have binders for hard copy information about
your songs. Each song should have its own manila folder. Inside you can
put lyrics, chord charts, co-writer agreements, licensing contracts, and any
other pertinent information.

Meta-tag your songs - It is extremely important to understand what
Meta-tagging is. I know it seems like a tech term, but seriously, as we are
now starting to pitch our songs over the Internet in mp3 or WAV/AIFF
form, rather than giving out CDs, you need to be able to put reference tags
on your digital file so that it indicates that it’s yours, as well as providing
useful information for the music supervisor. The most unprofessional thing
you can do is send a digital file that doesn't show who wrote it, who owns it
or what it is.
It would be the same as giving a blank CD to someone with nothing
written on it (my pet peeve). If I am sent an mp3 from someone that just
says the title "Beautiful Day.mp3" (as an example), I become equally annoyed.
Even worse, if someone sends me "02 Beautiful Day.mp3". All I know is the
title, and that it is track 3 on an album. iTunes has the unfortunate standard
of putting track numbers with the song titles when it files songs on a
computer, and I find that annoying. However it is possible to turn this
feature off in Preferences. So, title the actual mp3 with the name of the song
AND your name (whether you are the artist or songwriter). THEN, you
want to meta-tag the song. What does that mean? It means that all the
information and details, as well as search tags are already installed and
embedded into your mp3 so that the end-user receives all the data required.
This assists you, because it makes it easier for them to find your song, if they
save it in a database. And it may also provide the style/genre/songwriters/
publishers/pictures and even lyrics.
Most music supervisors require comprehensive Meta-tags. FINALLY,
please create your mp3 at the best, highest rate: 320kbps (stereo). This is
mostly desired compression rate at the present time as a preferred mp3
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version. Never upgrade from a lower quality. You can create mp3s from
original WAV or AIFF files simply by changing your import settings in
iTunes. Right click on your file, and convert to this mp3 320kbps format.

Create a website with an area specifically tailored and
dedicated to songwriting for the music supervisor – As
mentioned previously, on your website loaded with your playable songs,
have a page with information about you. In the licensing world, it is
beneficial to send them to your website to learn more about you, the
songwriter: it helps build the story of you as a Hit maker.

What to send to music supervisors - What do they need from you?
Songs for what? Music for what? Get specific. Research. Know what they
want first, if you can. Sometimes supervisors are clear in the pitch as to what
they are looking for. Sometimes they are vague, e.g. “songs about love and
loss". If you receive a generic pitch, don't be afraid to contact them and ask
them specifically to clarify which STYLE, GENRE, and TEMPO they are
looking for. Also more about the story can be helpful. Is this a love song,
i.e. romance? Or a family member passing away? This means two different
types of songs. If you choose to e-mail a music supervisor, unsolicited (not
requested/out of the blue), DO NOT send any mp3 files or propaganda.
Just include a short and sweet e-mail asking permission to send more. ASK
THEM what they are currently looking for. Ask them if they want mp3s or
a CD in the mail. ASK THEM if they want a biography/press kit. Or, simply
the URL of your website.
Once you are given permission to send material, Songwriter packages
should be uniquely simpler than Artist packages. Don't over ‘flower’ the
package. The focus should be the music you are sending. My
recommendation is to keep it simple but effective and send;
• The CD - labeled clearly (ask if they require a sleeve or jewel case with
spine clearly marking your song to store it on their shelf). Or, if they don’t
want something in the mail, send them the mp3 as described in the first
paragraph.
• An info sheet describing the songs on the CD or playlist, and any
directions on how to listen to it, and what specific pitch you're pitching to.
• A one sheet or postcard (if by mail). They may not want your big
biography. but sometimes they want to read your discography
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(recording/placement credits). See mine at www.gillimoon.com click on
Discography.
• You must meta-tag your digital files.
DO YOUR RESEARCH
What are the markets? Here are some:
• Major Films – blockbuster or not, music in film is key, and as such
it becomes a great vehicle for your song or music composition. You
may write the music score, or for the sakes of this book, license a song
(sync) in the film in the opening credits, within the film in a scene, or
closing credits (the latter is more financially beneficial).
• Indie Films (typically reach smaller festivals and often go direct to
PPV, TV, Cable, Netflix)
• Trailers – great way to showcase your song in a 4-8 minute film trailer
that is promoting the upcoming film. Often, songs are in trailers, but
not in the film, and vice versa.
• TV shows – Being asked to write and perform the theme song for a
TV song is a slam-dunk for a Hit. Alternatively, a song may be
requested to feature, or even provide background music. That use and
placement is a great marketing story around you which may garner
more opportunities (while making money). The TV show, Friends, put
The Rembrandts on the map with the theme song, “I’ll Be There For
You”. I still know all the words (at least of the chorus).
• Video Games – Integral opportunity to make money licensing your
music or songs. The jury is still out whether it becomes a mainstream
hit (transfers to radio and other listening devices).
• Corporate Video – usually a great way for you to be paid (they
purchase, but usually no royalties are included). Not a Hit Song
vehicle for the masses, but this avenue is an option for licensing.
• Advertising (TV and Internet) – huge opportunities. Did I say
huge? HUGE! If you are the licensed songwriter/performer of a song
in an Advertisement you may attract a large payout. AND your work
will be heard in many places, over and over again. However, not all
Advertising song hits make it to radio. With the right marketing and
business team behind you, it may do so (consider that Moby started
off writing songs for Ads).
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Research and learn about the different markets to pitch to. I have barely
scratched the surface with the list above, but it’s a good start.

Get connected with who is looking - Your markets are music

supervisors, publishers, music libraries, producers, editors, directors and
some labels/Artists.

Music Supervisors - A music supervisor's role is to place music in Films,
Television shows, Ads, Video games and projects needing music. They are
usually well versed in styles of music, and know where to find tracks,
whether through major label/publisher routes, or Indie networks.
Songsalive!, as a non-profit songwriters organization, is often
approached by music supervisors looking for songs. If you are Songsalive!
Member, you are able to access our program, Songshop, where song leads
are posted.
A music supervisor may work directly or indirectly with the Film/TV
show director, producer, music editor, or another go-between, such as a
publisher. Their role is to deliver music within the budget allocated for music
in the project.
A music supervisor is like you and me. They are people, who like music.
You like music. They like music. This is your first common denominator,
and a great way to start a conversation.
Music supervisors will often take 25-50% of your publishing share of
your songs, and sometimes the complete 100%.
Music Libraries – These organizations represent songwriters, and pitch
for you. They tend to sell packages to their clients (media world), so your
songs might be lumped into one package as a group and you get smaller
percentages, however, you do get paid. They usually take ALL upfront
licensing fees, and you will retain songwriting royalties through your PRO.
They often take all the publishing too. While Libraries may not be as
lucrative, you may enjoy more songs being licensed in quantity.
They love instrumentals, so be sure to mix instrumentals of all your
songs, before you leave the studio. Music Libraries often take 50% of the
publishing share of songs, or often, 100%.
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Music Publishers - Publishers technically represent songwriters. They
were the only representation songwriters had in what I call the "Dark Ages"
of the music business. They print sheet music and draw up contracts for all
types of placement scenarios for songs. As I mentioned above, you have the
option to sign with a publisher, an admin publisher, or become your own
publisher (a relatively new phenomenon for songwriters taking charge of
their own business affairs). Publishers will often take 25-50% of your
publishing share of your songs, and sometimes the complete 100%.
It is important to see a Publisher as different to a Music Supervisor or
Library. A Publisher takes care of the "whole you" as a songwriter. They not
only represent your song catalog, but are also invested in your future and
your goals as a writer (career growth). You would expect them to be
introducing you to people in the business, other writers, artists, and
introducing placement opportunities on a 365 days of the year basis. Also
you will be fixed into an exclusive contract with Publishers, unlike
Supervisors or Libraries who take you on a per song basis.
Get to know filmmakers, producers, directors, editors, and even
actors. I've placed songs of mine in films, especially independent films, and
the connections were achieved because I networked (and hung out as
friends) with scriptwriters, budding directors, and even music editors
working on films. Dipping your toes into the Film and Media business
(rather than just hiding behind the music business networking) is
advantageous.
Find out who is offering resources and access to people looking for
songs. There are a ton of music supervisor lists and websites in the current
industry where you can join and pitch your songs (some include
musicsupervisor.com, taxi.com, pumpaudio.com, filmmusicnetwork.com,
songsalive.org has a comprehensive list available to members). These
resources develop and change, so learn and update your knowledge on
what’s out there. There is some controversy as to whether it’s best to go
through a third party site, or if you should pitch directly to music supervisors
and publishers. My motto is, if you feel it’s a good opportunity, go for it, and
always use discretion in making your decision. Research and read about the
company and see what their success/track record is like. Trying to connect
with filmmakers is even better. Grab the latest Hollywood
Reporter/Billboard/Variety (and look at who's making movies). The oldfashioned way of networking in the film scene may help you create lifelong
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business connections with producers, editors, directors, film network
gatherings, and college film schools. Network, network, network.
EASY CLEARING GETS THE JOB
It is become lucrative and accessible for independent songwriters to find
success in the Licensing world because, chances are, you own your master,
and your song, and you can clear it really quickly. This is heaven to any music
supervisor.
Some tips:
Own the masters / songwriting agreements / own the publishing.
Clear it in 24 hours - Keep track of your ownerships in your Song File so
you can contact your co-writers or master owners quickly and get clearance
ASAP. Preferably, you become the administrator of that song from the
moment it's written and recorded (through signed co-writing agreements,
and master usage agreements > see end for samples), the minute you leave
the studio. Also, make sure all your musicians sign a Musicians clearance
contract when they lay down tracks (if paid, they won't receive royalties).

It’s okay to represent yourself, but be professional. Act as your own
publisher if you don’t have a publisher - Remember, your market is

people just like you. Do the work, be business-like, and there is no reason
why you can't represent yourself.

If you have a publisher, work with them to clear easily and quickly

- Have a strong relationship with someone in your publishing company you
can call upon at a moment's notice to help you clear your songs. Harry Fox
(USA) and Amcos (Australia) are useful for COVER song clearances.
Aim high but be open to different ways to earn your revenue Consider creating music content for web-isodes, webcasts, online games,
and college films.
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KNOW THE MONEY LANGUAGE

Upfront Fee for Sync and Master - In any composition, there are two

rights, the publishing and the performance rights. The sync license covers
the SONG, thus the songwriter and publisher of that song. This license
allows the use of the underlying lyrics and music of that song in the project.
The master use license covers the performance side of the music, i.e. the
recording: the "master". In many occasions, the individual or company who
owns the sync/publishing side (song/composition) is different to who owns
the master/recording side (the recording). You may be the songwriter, but
perhaps the Artist, or the record label owns the recording of the song. There
may be many recordings of the song, but only the original songwriters of the
composition.
I covered a version of INXS' song "Need You Tonight". The song was
written by two of the band's members, Andrew Farris and Michael
Hutchence. I recorded the song, so I own the recording of it. In licensing to
film or TV, I would receive the master revenue, and the publishing company,
Warner Chappell Music, would receive the sync revenue, and they would pay
the songwriters. (Of course, the film or TV show would have to get
everyone's permission to use the song, that's me for the recording, and
Warner Chappell and the songwriters for the composition).
So. if a TV company wanted to use a cover version of "Yellow Submarine"
by the Beatles, they'd need a sync license, if they wanted to use the original
by the Beatles they'd need a sync and master usage license.
But let's take an example of a song I wrote, and produced/recorded, “Be”
from my new album ‘the stillness’. If I place this song in a TV show, I will get
the songwriting/sync share 100%, as well as the master usage share 100%,
because I own both shares. So I'm getting 200% of the 200% (nowadays
they refer it to 50/50 which is 100%, technically more clear).
Let's say the sync share was $1000, and the master share was $1000.
That's $2000 I would get upfront for placing my song in the show.
Now, the sync/songwriting share is ALSO split between the
SONGWRITER and the PUBLISHER equally 50/50. Right now, I am my
own publisher with Warrior Girl Music (ASCAP). So that publishing share
would come to me., if I place it myself in the show. However, if I had a
Publisher representing me, or a Music Supervisor representing the specific
placement (through their publisher), the sync/songwriting share might be
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divided again because they usually expect to receive a percentage, if not most
or all, of the publishing share.
Let me point out that publishers/supervisors/third parties are NOT
ALLOWED to take any percentage of the SONGWRITER royalty, of the
sync/songwriter share. That MUST be paid BY the PRO
(Ascap/BMI/Socan/Apra) DIRECTLY to the songwriter. No middle
people allowed.
The publisher royalty of the sync/songwriting share MAY go through a
publisher, and this is the only negotiable money. So, in the case of my song
in a TV show, I may be giving up 20-100% of that share. Let's say it was
100% (and I'd only do that if the publisher REALLY did a great job in
pushing my songs. However I deeply discourage ANYONE giving the full
100% publishing share away if you can help it). So that leaves me with $500
of the sync/songwriting share, while $500 went to the publisher. And I have
the full $1000 of the master share. See how it's done?
Side note: In Australia, through APRA/AMCOS, songwriters don't need
a publisher to collect their "publishing share", as they pay fully to the
songwriter if no publisher is represented. But in most other territories, you
need a publisher to collect the publishing share. It is quite shocking to
discover how much money sits ‘uncollected’ at ASCAP/BMI simply because
a songwriter doesn't have a publisher to collect that share on their behalf.
Back end royalties - When the TV show starts playing with your song
inserted, there are no more Master Usage share monies to see. Only
sync/publishing. So, you receive a certain royalty rate, depending on the TV
Station and its license policies with the producers of the show, as well as the
actual standard rates they pay out. Securing the contract to license a song on
the Disney channel might not garner as much as say, CBS or Fox. Network
pays more. And as the show becomes syndicated (repeats and licensed to
other nations), your royalty reduces.
Networks pay the PROs, period. But they CANNOT pay unless they
receive a CUE SHEET from the TV Show itself. Therefore it is ALWAYS
a good idea that you request and secure copy of the cue sheet ALSO when
placing your song, so you will be able to follow up with the PRO on your
end. (Don't wait for the TV show to submit their Cue Sheet. If they don't
know what a cue sheet is, especially with Indie productions, train them!)
The PROs pay the SONGWRITER and the PUBLISHER (see the 2 split
sync shares above). You as the songwriter receive the songwriter share
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directly, while your publisher pays you your percentage after they receive the
publishing share.
What is a Cue Sheet? The creation of cue sheets often stems from the
composer or music editor's spotting notes or edit decision list (EDL). If a
music supervisor is on the project, they can sometimes be responsible for
collecting information on the music used as well. They MUST be submitted
to the PRO so the songwriter/s are paid.
To re-title or not? - There is a lot of controversy about whether one
should re-title their songs for specific placements or not. The good side of
it is that if you do, you will be able use the same song in many situations,
through different publishers who may want 100% of their publishing share.
So, I place my song "Be" in a TV show through XYZ Publishers, and they
want 100% of the publishing, even though it's a non-exclusive placement, if
I don't re-title the song it's hard for LMN Publishers to place the same song
in a different show and also get the same publishing share. If each publishing
company collected on different TITLES of the song, then everyone gets
their own piece of the pie, and I can keep the original title "Be", as my own,
collecting 100% of the publishing to my own publishing company.
You see, the PRO doesn't pay on the sound of the song, just the title
(that's why you need to register your song titles at the PRO so they know
what to collect on). I could have "Be" registered at ASCAP, but "Be With
You" as a re-title of the same song, whereby XYZ Publishers claim their
publishing share from the one TV show they worked on, and "Be Into You"
as another re-title of the same song, whereby LMN Publishers claim their
publishing share from the other TV show they worked on.
The downside is it can be complicated branding-wise if the TV show
wants EXCLUSIVE usage of your song on their show, requiring that it play
nowhere else. However this also means giving them an exclusive right, and
you would negotiate a much higher fee for this usage. It may also prove to
be demeaning to the original work you created, or demeaning to the original
publisher's efforts (what if the second publisher only heard the song after
hearing the first publisher's placement?)
Several top Hollywood music supervisors are now refusing to accept retitled material after being pitched the same song from different sources
under different titles (and at different rates!). The potential for confusion has
led at least one major studio to issue an edict stating that they will only work
with writers/publishes that represent their content exclusively. (Source:
Production Music Association).
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Re-titling, does however, allows the composer to place their music with
many companies thus widening the opportunities for their music being
heard, and thus sold. I lean more on the ability to re-title. Some publishers
will ONLY re-title if they work non-exclusively for you. Very few will refuse
to re-title, and those ones usually want exclusivity on your song catalog. Is it
unethical? Is it illegal? What do you think?
DO THE FOLLOW UP AND KEEP RECORDS
Go back to your Song File Excel or use a management system to keep
record of who you pitch to, and where you place. Continue to stay organized
with your song title registrations, pitches and placements.
Polite follow-ups are essential. Once you've pitched, follow up after a
certain amount of time. Don't bombard people with e-mails, and don't add
them to your fan mailing list. Be professional, courteous, but assertive.
Phew. Did you get all that?
*****
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You just call out my name, and you know wherever I
am / I'll come running, oh yeah baby, to see you
again. / Winter, spring, summer, or fall, all you got
to do is call / and I'll be there, yeah, yeah, yeah. /
You've got a friend.
Songwriter: Carole King. Published by © Sony/ATV Music Publishing LLC

I can’t tell you why I am where I am. It just is. Twenty years, give or take,
I’ve been on the quest of self-actualization as an artist and songwriter. Two
things have remained constant - I can sing. And I can write. I write good
songs. I sing great. Where does that get me? I don’t know. All I know is I
continue the quest of self-realization.
We cannot foresee the wind. And I cannot manipulate fate. I don’t know
the answers. I don’t have the secret key. I cannot tug the puppet strings, nor
pull any levers. I am who I am. A singer. And a songwriter. I do what I do.
Sometimes I pull back, retreat (raise twin toddlers for a moment in time),
and other times I leap into that wind, or storm or however you want to see
it, and whoosh up some leaves. Whatever that day’s energy, I continue to be
who I am, and act the way I can act.

The most important thing is to TRUST in the process.

Do not get sidetracked, or sideswiped. Or give in to the forces around. Do
not stagnate. Nor get caught up in feeling like you have to keep up with the
Jones’. I live in Los Angeles. It’s easy to think you are supposed to be like
all those rich and famous people who happen to be neighbors. It may throw
you for a loop: thinking you should be like them, if they are in your
community.
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Fear not - do not get sidetracked. Meditate only on what is for you. Stay
true to the beat of your own drum.
How do we not let anything or anyone thwart our force? How do we stay
in alignment to our true passion, so much so that it makes our heart skip a
beat, our eyes light up and our day feel so new?
How do we make our dreams come alive, even when we don't know how
to get there?
It starts with one daily habit. Just one.
If a man was in hospital after, let's say, an accident, and currently couldn't
walk - what is going to help that man walk again? He gets remedial therapy
every day in hospital. He could either feel sorry for himself, or perhaps also
feel terrible about his predicament. Or, he could say to himself constantly,
"I will walk!"
I am sure that with the attitude of the latter, the chance of him walking
is higher than if he’s maintains the negative lament. You see, this is an
attitude habit. Each day, wake up and set your priorities for the day that
including how you feel. Here are some to consider building into your daily
morning practice:
“Today I will write. I will write that Hit Song”
“Today, I will go through the day with a joyful attitude and a skip in my step. Nothing
will faze me.”
“Today, I will realize one dream, one goal”
“Today, I will spend x minutes/hours on playing my favorite instrument” (reading a
book, listening to music, watering the flowers, etc)
“Today, I will eat a piece of fruit and fuel my body with nutrients”
“Today, I will kiss my husband at least 5 times, when he least expects it.”
“Today, I will sing. I will sing. I will sing. I will sing.”
Create your inspiring daily habit, and watch your world become aligned
to who you really are and who you want to become. Feeling good is the first
step to any place.
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There are so many aspects to Writing and Building a Career a successful
Hit Songwriter. Lucky for you, you now have the tools as a 360º Songwriter
to do it.
Good luck in creating financial and artistic abundance in your world as a
360º songwriter! I can't wait to hear about your success stories. E-mail me
your stories and any questions through gillimoon.com
Success is yours today!
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One of your thoroughbreds is biting at the bit at the starting gate. She’s
really testy, and wants to start the race. Salivating at the mouth, eyes zealous,
mind going a hundred miles an hour. But the gun has not gone off. There is
no start.
She realizes she’s not alone. There are six, maybe ten, other horses also
at the gate, desperate to start: hooves kicking the dust, rump hitting the sides
of the barrier, leg muscles twitching.
Restless…
Then you realize, all of these thoroughbreds are yours. You own all these
horses, and they are all ready to go, as soon as the mark is heard. They’re all
biting at the bit, ready. A few false starts, and back into the barriers. Still, it’s
a waiting game. Do you ever feel like this? Do you ever feel like the
thoroughbred inside you just wants to get out there and on with it? Do you
see each of your songs like thoroughbreds, desperate to get in the race (get
finished, get produced, get cut, get licensed, get success)? Are you feeling
restless, frustrated, anxious, and yet: full of energy, desire, passion and
ambition?
Do you have too many horses at the starting gate? Are all your songs and
dreams at the forefront of your starting gate ready to be unleashed? Do you
feel like you have false starts and then you’re back at the starting gate, once
again kicking your hooves into the dirt?
You are not alone.
The conundrum of the 360 Songwriter is that we are not only passionate
and ambitious as the ‘creator’, but also carrying the load of the ‘business
startup owner’.
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You have to do it all, don’t you?
You may also just be that Type-A personality who has so many ideas,
and you want to do them all. Now. Or, you just know that inside you your
artistic light, and your songs just want to shine, and deserve to be heard.
Ambition is a curse, and a blessing. It provides a wonderful kick in the pants
to make you not only believe you can “do it”, but gives you impetus to get
on with it. But it may also be a detriment.
Because you want your light to shine so much, you feel frustrated if the
opportunities and successes don’t come fast enough. That thoroughbred of
yours kicks its hoofs in frustration, eyes jealous of the next one next to you
“making it”.
I have often wondered, what if my life had turned out differently. What
if, at the age of 18, when I felt the ambition rising in my soul, I was
“discovered” by a record or publishing company, developed and marketed
to the point of, perhaps, top 40 hits, number one songs, Grammy awards
and worldwide acclaim. I mean, my ego could easily accept that, right? My
ego’s ambition certainly saw it that way. But my road was very different. I
couldn’t wait for someone to come along and determine my fate: I took the
ball in my own hands and created my own record company and distribution
channels, thereby circumventing the “system”, using guerilla marketing
tactics and making a go of it on my own. I call it my “warrior path”. Success?
Damn right. It’s my definition of success. Honestly, if I’d waited around
thinking I could be discovered”, that artist light inside me would have been
extinguished a long time ago.
The artist’s light is always there. Your creativity, your inner talent, your
mission, your essence. While you are waiting for that long-term goal to be
realized; while you are working on your big opus, don’t forget to continue
to nurture your light. In fact, artistry is a lifelong journey – it’s about the dayto-day process. Let your light emanate on a daily basis, even if, in your heart,
you’re waiting for that “big thing”. Achieving that big dream takes a while,
to do it right. And often it turns out differently to what you initially expected,
which is OK. Maybe, just maybe, you might discover that the little things
you achieve, are way cooler than that vision of what that “big thing” may be,
or never be.
Many artists and songwriters who win the Grammy, or a cut with a wellknown artist, ask themselves, “what next?”
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You see, once you get some kind of recognition, or reach a milestone,
you’ll only want MORE. What’s next, what else? And even worse, "is this all
there is?"
Don’t be deceived by the Holy Grail, that magical destination you’ve set
your sights on. Yes, the grass is always greener, they say, but let’s just imagine
the grass is green right where you are, right here and now, right with what
you have in your hands.
Take a look at your thoroughbreds right now. Go pat your favorite one,
and give it some hay and water. Give it the love and power. Focus on that
talent of yours, and find little wins you can appreciate on a daily basis. They
are the ones you’ll look back which will create a sea of wins in your life, and
that, as a 360º Songwriter, is a life well lived.
Go shine your light!
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Songwriter, Recording Artist,
Music Producer and Creative
Business Strategist.
She is world renowned as the
voice for Artists, having created a
global community of devoted
followers, empowering artist
entrepreneurs, songwriters and
“creative warriors”, inspired by
her unprecedented DIY artist
success and her unparalleled
expertise. Gilli has provided
platforms for over 50,000 artists
and creators to become engaged,
enlightened and empowered. In
addition she has over 100,000
followers and fans of her own
creations, music recordings and
live performances as an artist.
Originally from Australia, Gilli Moon is a unique, and energetic
chanteuse and songwriter with seven CD releases to her name, toured the
world, and has worked with highly respected artists such as Simple Minds,
Placido Domingo and Eric Idle. Gilli’s songwriting has proven strong in her
career, garnering international awards, featured in independent films and
licensed in U.S network television programs, including Nickelodeon's
"South Of Nowhere", the WB’s “Charmed”, MTV and ” CBS' "That's Life".
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She is the CEO of her own company, Warrior Girl Music & Media, one
of the first record labels and artist development that truly paved the way for
“Indie” artists since 1999.
As a philanthropist, inspired to make a difference in the music industry
for songwriters, Gilli created Songsalive!, which is now the largest
songwriters’ membership organization worldwide.
With her companies, Gilli Moon has launched over 500 artist’s music
careers through producing and marketing a dozen artists’ albums, creating
events (she co-produced The Los Angeles Women’s Music Festival) and
released sixteen music compilations (the three Females On Fire series, and
the Art Of Men CD), as well as released twelve Songsalive! Samplers (one
per year for twelve years), plus most recently, the Sync It! Compilation
(consisting of songs from around the globe ready for music licensing). The
Creative Warrior Academy, her coaching arm, is a subsidiary of this multifaceted company, which trains and motivates artists and creative seekers to
“achieve their artistic dreams, and develop business strategies, empowering
them towards a life they’ve always imagined.” Through her Academy, she
has also written several creative business books, all top sellers on Amazon,
designed online programs, plus conducts many workshops and talks around
the world.
Her previous books, I AM A Professional Artist, and Just Get Out There,
plus her Artist development programs through her Creative Warrior
Academy, and non-profit organization, Songsalive!, have provided
unparalleled insight into achieving success and personal actualization in the
music industry.
She is a self-made brand.
In 2013, Gilli gave birth to twins, a boy and a girl. This has certainly been
her most creative and fulfilling “project” yet! She is happily married to
celebrity spoken-word artist, J.Walker, and lives in Southern California.
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The Creative Warrior Academy www.thecreativewarrioracademy.com
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* * * END * * *
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